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ABSTRACT
With the wide application of information technology in organizations, especially the
rapid growth of E-Business, masses of data have been accumulated. Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD) gives organizations the tools to sift through vast data
stores to extract knowledge supporting organizational decision making. Most of the KDD
research has assumed that data is static and focused on either efficiency improvement of
the KDD process (e.g., designing more efficient KDD algorithms) or business
applications of KDD. However, data is dynamic in reality (i.e., new data continuously
added in). Knowledge discovered using KDD becomes obsolete rapidly, as the
discovered knowledge only reflects the status of its dynamic data source when running
KDD. Newly added data could bring in new knowledge or invalidate some discovered
knowledge. To support effective decision making, knowledge discovered using KDD
needs to be updated along with its dynamic data source. In this dissertation, we research
on knowledge refreshing, which we define as the process to keep knowledge discovered
using BCDD up-to-date with its dynamic data source. We propose an analytical model
based on the theory of Markov decision process, solutions and heuristics for the
knowledge refreshing problem. We also research on how to apply KDD to such
application areas as intelligent web portal design and network content management. The
knowledge refreshing research identifies and solves a fiindamental and general problem
appearing in all KDD applications; while the appUed KDD research provides a test
environment for solutions resulted from the knowledge refreshing research.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
With the wide application of information technology in organizations, especially the
rapid growth of E-Business, masses of data have been accumulated. Knowledge
Discovery in Databases (KDD) (Fayyad et al. 1996) gives organizations the tools to sift
through vast data stores to extract knowledge supporting organizational decision making.
Previous research has applied BCDD in such business areas as finance (Tam and Kiang
1992, Sarkar and Sriram 2001), marketing (Cooper and Giuffrida 2000) and credit-risk
evaluation (Baesens et al. 2003). Most of the KDD research has assumed that data is
static and focused on either efficiency improvement of the KDD process (e.g., designing
more efficient KDD algorithms) or business applications of KDD. However, data is
dynamic in reality (i.e., new data continuously added in). Knowledge discovered using
KDD becomes obsolete rapidly, as the discovered knowledge only reflects the status of
its dynamic data source when running KDD. Newly added data could bring in new
knowledge and invalidate some discovered knowledge. To support effective and efficient
decision making, knowledge discovered using KDD needs to be updated along with its
dynamic data source (Cooper and Giuffrida 2000). For example, as pointed out in
(Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988, Eisenhardt 1989), one of the reasons for making poor
and slow strategic decisions in high velocity industries is the usage of obsolete
information/knowledge when making decisions. High velocity industries, such as the
microcomputer industry, are the industries in which changes in demand, competition and
technology are so rapid that information/knowledge is often inaccurate and obsolete
(Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988). In this dissertation, we research on knowledge
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refreshing, which we define as the process to keep knowledge discovered using KDD upto-date with its dynamic data source.

1.1 Related Research On Knowledge Refreshing

As shown in Figure 1.1, the KDD process consists of such steps as data pre-processing
(i.e., data selection, cleaning and transformation), data mining (i.e., extracting patterns
such as decision trees from preprocessed data sources) and pattern post-processing (i.e.,
evaluating and interpreting patterns to generate knowledge, such as classification rules
extracted from a decision tree, that can support decision making) (Fayyad et al. 1996).

Cleaning

Selection

Data Soyrce

Target Data

Data
Transformation

Mining

Transformed Data

Pattern Post
processing

KiK)w}edge

Data Pre-processing

Figure 1.1: The Steps in the KDD Process

Related research, which investigated how to maintain patterns learned from data mining
over a dynamic data source, can be grouped into two categories; incremental data mining
and data stream mining. Incremental data mining maintains patterns over a dynamic data
source by revising patterns learned from a previous run of data mining, instead of
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learning from scratch. Several incremental data mining algorithms were proposed for
major data mining models. For classification (Quinlan 1986), ID4 (Schlimmer and Fisher
1986) and IDS (Utgoff 1988,1989) were developed to revise a decision tree induced from
old data as new data were added in. ID4 and IDS are based on the same idea that one can
maintain instance counts for each attribute that could be a test attribute of a decision tree.
They have the following common steps when handling an incoming record:

(1) Update instance counts for each potential test attribute and instance counts for
observed values of each potential test attribute;

(2) If the entropy reduction of a non-test attribute is greater than that of the current
test attribute, then reshape the decision tree.

IDS differs from ID4 in its method of reshaping the decision tree. ID4 discards the
subtree below the current test attribute, while IDS pulls the best non-test attribute up to
replace the current test attribute.

For association rule mining (Agrawal et al. 1993), FUP (Cheung et al. 1996) was firstly
proposed to maintain large itemsets discovered using association rule mining over a
dynamic data source. FUP was an iterative algorithm. In each iteration of FUP, losers
which are itemsets that were large in old data source but became small after new data
added in were removed, and winners which are itemsets that were small in old data
source but became large after new data added in were added. A more efficient algorithm
to maintain large itemsets over a dynamic data source was introduced in (Thomas et al.
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1997). Based on the idea proposed in (Toivonen 1996), the algorithm scanned the whole
database if and only if some itemsets in the negative border of the old large itemsets
became large after new data added in. It required at most 0(1) scan over the database
instead of 0(n) scan over the database in FUP.

In (Can 1993), an incremental clustering algorithm was proposed to maintain document
clusters for an evolving document database. The algorithm first determined the number of
clusters and the set of new cluster seeds after new documents were added into the
database. Documents in the old clusters whose seeds are no longer seeds in the updated
document database were reassigned to new clusters whose seeds covered them most.
New documents were also assigned to new clusters whose seeds covered them most.

Current data-intensive applications are based on huge size data sources with rapid and
continuous loading of sheer volumes of new data, termed as data streams (Babcock et al.
2002). Examples of data streams include web logs, transaction databases in retail chains,
network traffic data and financial tickers. Further, for many mission-critical applications
such as fraud detections in Telecom networks, it is important to be able to infer patterns
from data streams online (Rastogi 2003). The characteristics of data streams, the
requirements of mission-critical stream applications and architecture of modern
computers
streams:

have imposed the following constraints on algorithms for mining data
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(1) The time for processing each record in data streams must be small;

(2) The amount of memory available is limited;

(3) Single-pass algorithms: each record in a data stream can be processed only once.
Once a record in a data stream is processed, it will be archived or discarded.
Hence, it cannot be easily retrieved because of I/O cost.

Because of the processing speed and memory constraints, incremental data mining
algorithms are not capable of maintaining real-time patterns over data streams (Domingos
and Hulten 2000). Recently, a number of data stream mining algorithms were proposed to
maintain real-time patterns over data steams. Data stream mining algorithms usually
employed data reduction techniques (Barbara et al. 1997), such as sampling, to maintain
approximate patterns over data steams in real time. Hoeffding tree algorithm was
introduced in (Domingos and Hulten 2000, Hulten et al. 2001) to maintain approximate
decision trees over data streams in real time. The algorithm applied the Hoeffding bound
(Hoeffding 1963) to determine the number of samples required to learn a test attribute at
a node. Given a data stream, the algorithm used the first ones to choose the root test
attribute; and the succeeding data were passed down to the corresponding leaves and used
to choose test attributes there. The space complexity of Hoeffding tree algorithm is
0{ldvc), where / is the number of leaves in a tree, d is the number of attributes, v is the
maximiim number of values per attribute and c is the number of classes.
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In (Hidber 1999), an algorithm called Carma was proposed for online discovery of large
itemsets. The algorithm required two scans over a data source to discover all large
itemsets and their supports. Users were free to change support threshold any time during
the first scan and the algorithm maintained a superset of all large itemsets. During the
second scan, the algorithm returned all large itemsets and their supports according to the
last user specified threshold. Obviously, the algorithm is not suitable for data stream
mining, as data stream mining allows only one pass over a data source (Rastogi 2003).
Another online association rule mining algorithm was proposed in (Aggarwal and Yu
2001). The algorithm could discover large itemsets and association rules in real time by
pre-storing a superset of large itemsets in memory. It is not suitable for data stream
mining either because of the limitation of memory. A data steam mining algorithm for
association rule mining was introduced in (Manku and Motwani 2002), namely lossy
counting algorithm. The algorithm employed the data structure D, which was a set of
entries of the form (set,f,A), where set denoted an itemset,/ denoted its frequency and
A was the maximum possible error in/. Given a error bound £, the algorithm only kept
the itemsets with frequency /larger than or equal to £N in D, where N was the current
number of records in a data stream and D was kept in main memory. For a given
minimum support s, the algorithm outputted itemsets in D with frequency larger than or
equal to {s — £)N as large itemsets. The answers produced by the algorithm have the
following guarantees:

(1) All itemsets whose true frequency exceed sN are output;
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(2) No itemset whose true frequency is less than {s - e)N is output;

(3) Estimated frequencies are less than the true frequencies by at most eN .

One of the early single-pass clustering algorithms is BIRTCH (Zhang et al. 1996). The
algorithm maintained a summary of a data source, namely CF tree, in memory and then
clustered the in-memory summary. Motivated by BIRTCH, a series of algorithms were
introduced in (Guha et al. 2000, 2003, O'Callaghan et al. 2002) for clustering data
streams. These algorithms assumed that data arrived in chunks, each of which fitting in
main memory. They first clustered each chunk in main memory; then purged main
memory and retained only cluster centers and their weights. Lastly, these algorithms
clustered the cluster centers in main memory as the clustering result of a data stream. The
algorithm can give a constant-factor approximation to the K-Median problem.

In summary, two categories of data mining algorithms for maintaining patterns over a
dynamic data source were proposed in past literature; incremental data mining algorithms
and data stream mining algorithms. The former returned exact patterns but required more
memory and run slower, while the latter was more speed and memory efficient and
suitable for mining data streams. The tradeoff was that the latter could only return
approximate patterns.
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1.2 Research Questions and Dissertation Structure

Both incremental data mining and data steam mining research only addressed one step in
the KDD process - the data mining step, and focused on maintaining patterns over a
dynamic data source. However, it is knowledge not patterns that can support
organizational decision making effectively. For example, association rules (i.e., patterns)
learned using association rule mining are usually too many to be handled by decision
makers (Brin et al. 1997). Moreover, a substantial number of learned association rules are
common sense or known to decision makers, hence, do not contribute to their decision
making (Brin et al. 1997). To support effective decision making, the KDD process needs
to be completed. For the above example, the pattern post-processing step in KDD needs
to be executed to extract interesting association mles (i.e., knowledge) from all learned
association rules, using criteria and techniques introduced in (Sliberschatz and Tuzhilin
1996, Kleinberg et al. 1998).

The KDD process cannot be fiilly automated, except for the data mining step. It requires
people (e.g., domain experts) to help cleaning data before mining it and extracting
knowledge from patterns discovered using data mining. Hence, the KDD process is a
highly costly process (Manku and Motwani 2002), as personnel costs dominate
equipment and computational costs (Gibson and Meter 2000). As a result, it is
impractical to run KDD whenever there is an update in a data source, although it is
possible to execute the data mining step whenever there is an update in a data source
using data stream mining approaches. It is also unnecessary to run KDD whenever there
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is an update in a data source. Such a practice often results in repetitive knowledge
identical with previous KDD run because successive snapshots of real world data sources
overlap considerably (Ganti et al. 1999). On the other hand, running KDD too seldom
could result in losing critical knowledge, which, in turn, will impact decision making
negatively. Therefore, it is critical to determine when to run KDD to optimize the trade
off between the cost of knowledge loss and the cost of nmning KDD.

Different from past research in the knowledge refreshing area, which focused on how to
refresh knowledge, this dissertation studies when to refresh knowledge. In addition, the
dissertation also identifies two important research problems in the web portal design area
and the web caching area respectively and applies KDD to solve the problems. Besides
our contributions to the two specific problem areas, the two KDD applications also
provide a real world environment to study the knowledge refreshing problem. Specially,
the dissertation addresses the following research questions:

(1) How to develop an analytical model to capture the trade-oflf between the cost of
knowledge loss and the cost of running KDD over a time horizon? How to derive
optimal knowledge refreshing policies from the analytical model?

(2) How to apply KDD to design an efficient web portal?

(3) How to apply KDD to develop an efficient web caching approach?
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(4) Based on the above two KDD applications, what are the knowledge refreshing
requirements for real world KDD applications? Can the analytical model capture
the real world knowledge refreshing requirements? If so, how to implement the
optimal knowledge refreshing policies derived in (1) to address the real world
knowledge refreshing requirements?

The rest of the dissertation is organized to address the above research questions in order
(Figure 1.2). To address research question (1), in Chapter 2, we develop a Markov
decision process model of knowledge refreshing, derive optimal knowledge refreshing
policies from the model and investigate analytic properties and performance of optimal
knowledge refreshing pohcies. We study two real world KDD applications to address
research questions (2) and (3) respectively. The two KDD applications are web mining
based web portal design described in Chapter 3 and a data mining based caching
approach illustrated in Chapter4. To address research question (4), in Chapter 5, we
summarize the knowledge refreshing requirements in the two KDD applications and
develop implementation strategy of optimal knowledge refreshing policies and heuristics
based on insights generated in Chapter 2 to address these requirements. We conclude the
dissertation and outline ftiture research directions in Chapter 6. The dissertation research
employs both technical research methodology such as algorithm design and system
development and quantitative research methodology such as mathematical modeling,
Markov decision process and simulation.
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Chapter 1; Introduction

Research
Question

Chapter 2: Knowledge Refreshing: A Markov Decision
Process Model

Research
Question

Chapter 3: LinkSelector: A Web Mining Approach To
Hyperlink Selection For Web Portals

Research
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Chapter 4: A Data Mining Base Prefetching Approach To
Caching For Network Storage Systems

Research
Question

Chapter 5: Implementation of Optimal Knowledge
Refreshing Policires

Chapter 6; Conclusion and Future Works

Figure 1.2: The Structure of the Dissertation
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CHAPTER 2: KNOWLEDGE REFRESHING: A MARKOV
DECISION PROCESS MODEL

2.1 A Markov Decision Process Model of Knowledge Refreshing

Before presenting a mathematical model of the knowledge refreshing problem addressed
in this dissertation, we first give a general description of the problem. As shown in Figure
2.1, a data source evolves over time as new data continuously populated into it. To keep
its knowledge base up-to-date with the data source, a KDD run has to be executed. There
are queries submitted to the knowledge base to get knowledge supporting organizational
decision making. At the time of a query arrival, executing KDD incurs a cost of running
KDD while not executing KDD results in a cost of knowledge loss. The knowledge
refreshing problem addressed in this dissertation is to find rules that can help determine
time points over a time horizon to execute BCDD so that the total cost, including costs of
running KDD and costs of knowledge loss, over the time horizon is minimized.
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up-to-date
knowledge base

I
Query
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Query
(cost of knowledge !oss)

Query

Query

Figure 2.1: Knowledge Refreshing

The knowledge refreshing problem addressed in this dissertation can be categorized as a
problem of sequential decision making under uncertainty, which is usually modeled using
Markov decision process (Sutton and Barto 1998; Ross 2000). Past research has applied
Markov decision process model to study optimal file migration in distributed computer
systems (Liu Sheng 1992), optimal policies for database reorganization (Park et al. 1990)
and adaptive inventory control (Trehame and Sox 2002) etc.. Markov decision process
model usually consists of the following components: decision point, action space, state
space, transition probability, cost structure and objective function. We will describe the
components of the Markov decision process model for knowledge refreshing one by one
below.
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Two assumptions are made to make the model analytically tractable. Robustness of the
model with respect to the assumptions is presented in Section 2.3. We assume that new
data arrival follows a Poisson process with intensity Aj. Decision makers query the
knowledge base, which contains knowledge discovered from the data source by running
KDD, to search for knowledge supporting their decision making. Queries for the
knowledge base are classified into distinct types based on the following considerations.
Different types of queries have different arrival rates and the same amount of knowledge
loss has different impact on different types of queries. For example, queries supporting
strategic decision making could have lower arrival rate than queries supporting
operational decision making; while the same amount of knowledge loss could have
higher impact on the former than the latter. We assume that there exists n distinct types
of queries, {q.},i = l,2,---n, where n>l, and each type of queries follows a Poisson
process with intensity

independently. Query arrivals are also independent of new data

arrival. For the convenience of readers, important notations used in this chapter are
summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Notation Summary
Notation

Description
the arrival rate of new data
the set of different types of queries to the knowledge base
the arrival rate of query type q.,i -

A

the action space
the system state at decision point m

<

the type of the query arrived at decision point m.
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the expected amount of knowledge loss brought in by a
unit of new data
the amount of knowledge loss at decision point m

/

L
rm

the latest decision point with action 1 (i.e., running
KDD) before decision point m
the number of units of new data arrived between decision
points
and m

s.

the state space of s ^ ,
the action chosen at decision point m, a ^ e A

P""

one step transition probability from

state

to

under action
the system cost incurred at decision point m
cL

the cost of knowledge loss at decision point m
the cost of per unit knowledge loss for query type
^,.,/ = l,2,---«

Q

the cost of running KDD

M

the expected number of decision points over a relative
long time horizon
the decision rule at decision point m such that

7t

a refreshing policy, n: =

EC^

the expected total system cost over the time horizon
under refreshing poUcy n
the set of all feasible refreshing policies
the global optimal knowledge refreshing policy, where
EC . = rain EC^

n
7U

*

the optimal expected total system cost from decision
point m to the end of the time horizon with current
system state

Ttf

the set of knowledge refreshing policies that refresh
knowledge every fixed number of queries/decision points
the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy, 7r'^e.Ylj-

The decision points in the model are the moments when a query for the knowledge base
arrives. The system time of the model is labeled as t =

, with 0 being the
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starting time of the time horizon and m , where m > \ , denoting the time of decision point
m or the time when the arrival of the mth query. At a decision point, running KDD
enables a query to get up-to-date knowledge while incurring a cost of running KDD. On
the other hand, not running KDD saves a cost of running KDD while making a query
suffer from knowledge loss brought in by new data. Hence, the action space of the model
is defined to be a binary set A = {0,1}, where 0 denotes not running KDD and 1 denotes
running KDD.

The system state at decision point m is represented by a vector
denotes the type of the query arrived at decision point m and

where
denotes the amount of

kn o wledge loss at decision point m. The set of all feasible queries at decision point m is
{q.^,i = \,2,---,n. According to the independent Poisson arrival assumption for queries,

the probability, P{ql, = ?,}, that type i query arrives at decision point m, is
/ y=i
Let

be the latest decision point with action 1 (i.e., running KDD) before decision

point m. 1^ is determined by
between decision points

, the number of units (e.g., blocks) of new data arrived

and m, and I, the expected amount of knowledge loss brought

in by a unit of new data.

C = dJ

(2.1)
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The random nature of

makes the model intractable as it is impractical to solve the

model for every possible value of

(2.1) with its expected value

. To make the model tractable, we substitute d^ in

r^), and we have,
/ ;=i

(2.2)

According to (2.2), the set of all possible

at decision point m is L^, where

• In

indicates that the

latest decision point with action 1 before decision point m is decision point {m -1) and

indicates that KDD has never been run before decision point m. In
/ y=i
summary, the state space

s„ = {Sn, \s„ =

Let

at decision point m can be defined as:

> L ). where ql e {q.) and l„e LJ

(2.3)

& A be the action chosen at decision point m. One step transition from state
at decision point m to state

at decision point (am + I)

under action

consists of two stages. The first stage is the transition from

to

.

Given

and

, there is only one possible amount of knowledge loss at next decision

point,

, where.
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n

L +^dV
(2.4)

a,

Thus, the transition probability from

to

1

if

0

otherwise

under action

(2.5)

The second stage is the transition from q"^ to
query

.

Hence,

the

transition

is.

, which results from the arrival of

probability

of

the

second

stage

is

^{lm+\ =?,}, where/ = 1,2,•••,«. The second stage transition is independent of the first
stage transition as query arrival is independent of new data arrival and the action chosen.
As a result, one step transition probability P/" ^ from state
determined as the product of P""

to

under action

is

and P{ql,^\ = ?,} j

(2.6)
otherwise

where P{q'„^, =q,} =
\

YJ\
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The system cost c{s^,a^) incurred at decision point w is,

c.m

(2.7)

k

c:m

where

denotes the cost of knowledge loss at decision point m and c* denotes the cost

of running KDD at decision point m. For different types of queries in
let the cost of per unit knowledge loss be

/ = 1,2, •••,«,

respectively.

(2.8)

Substituting

in (2.8) with (2.2), we have,

(2.9)

Although the computational cost of data mining is proportional to the size of the mined
data, the cost of data pre-processing and pattern post-processing, which usually involves
people, typically does not vary with data volume and the latter dominates in the cost of
running KDD. Hence, we model the expected cost c* of running KDD at decision point
w as a constant Q. Therefore, the system cost c{s^,a^) incurred at decision point m
becomes.
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if

= 0 and^^ = ^,.,/ = l,2,---,«

c{s„,aj = <

(2.10)

n

The expected number of decision points over a relative long time horizon, M, is

,

where T is the duration of the time horizon. A refreshing policy K can be defined as
n=

, where ^^is the decision rule at decision point m such that

=d^{s^). The expected total system cost over the time horizon under refireshing
policy K, ECj^, can be expressed as,

The optimal knowledge refreshing policy, n , minimizes expected total system cost over
the time horizon such that

=min£'C^, where policy space n is the set of all

feasible knowledge refreshing pohcies.

2.2 Solution Methods

2.3.1 The Global Optimal Knowledge Refreshing Policy

An exhaustive enumeration of all knowledge refi-eshing pohcies in n to search for the
optimal one requires a time complexity 0(2^), where M is the expected number of
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decision points over the time horizon, as there are 2^ different knowledge refreshing
policies in n. The exponential nature of the solution discourages its application when M
is large. A

dynamic programming solution recursively evaluates the individual

knowledge refreshing decisions over a time horizon in their reverse time order (Bellman
1957). Let Vj, {m) be the optimal expected total system cost from decision point m to the
end of the time horizon with current state

, where \ < m < M . v^. ( m ) can be

calculated as,

( m )= m i n { c ( ^ „ , a j + ^ _ ( m + 1 ) }

(2.12)

Let v(0) be the optimal expected total system cost from the start to the end of the time
horizon.

v(0)= Ii^,v,,(l)

(2.13)

In (2.13),

= {^11^1 = (?r' hX where q" e {q.} and /, =

|

}
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Applying the dynamic programming solution, v(0) can be solved backwards from
decision point M. At the same time, EC^. and n' are obtained, where

= v(0). The

decision rules in the optimal knowledge refreshing policy n* are IF-THEN rules. These
IF-THEN rules have a general format of "IF the system state at the current decision point
is ..., THEN the optimal action is ..Instead of searching the policy space, the dynamic
programming solution sweeps through all possible system states at each decision point to
obtain n*. According to (2.3), the cardinality of

, the state space at decision point m,

M
is nm. Hence, the time complexity of the dynamic programming solution is 0{n^j),

which is 0{M^) given that n is negligible compared to M

2.3.2 The Fixed Optimal Knowledge Refreshing Policy

Although tractable, the dynamic programming solution is still computational expensive
for large M. Moreover, the number of optimal decision rules generated by the dynamic
programming solution has the order of 0{M^) and searching for the optimal decision
rule at a decision point makes the solution even more expensive. A more computationally
efficient solution can be obtained by reducing poHce space from 11 to 11^.
only policies refreshing knowledge every fixed

contains

number of queries/decision points,

namely fixed knowledge refreshing policy space. Past research (Young 1974, Chandy et
al. 1975) has proposed theorems for determining optimal fixed time intervals between
checkpoints in Operation Systems and Database Management Systems. Motivated by
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such research, we introduce Lemma 1 to determine the fixed
refreshing policy,

, such that EC^. - min

optimal knowledge

, where n^ is a fixed knowledge

refreshing policy.

Lemma 1. The fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy Kj is a policy that runs KDD
every Q* queries/decision points (i.e., runs KDD at decision points Q*,2Q*,• • •) where

e' =

and

7=1

(2.14)

-1
7=1

Proof. Following a knowledge refreshing policy in n^, KDD is run every g decision
points. The expected cost of running KDD over the time horizon,

^KDD

, is

Q

^

M
The time horizon can be divided into —periods with each period including Q queries.

Using (2.8), the expected cost of knowledge loss at each period, C^ip, is
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e-i Y
z-iAtj Cij

1

S-i,,
j=i

;=i

Let c = —

, where

c
^KLiP

is the expected cost of per unit knowledge loss. We have,

^

,g(e-i),
2

-

'

>=i

The expected cost of knowledge loss over the time horizon,

, is

M
A, ,M(Q-\)
C„=C„„ —=^ /
'c,
e
2

(2.16)

J=\

Adding (2.15) and (2.16), the expected system cost over the time horizon, EC, is

=

+

'*?,

(2.17)

y=i

8'(£C) .
, .
3(£'C)
^>0,
Since —^
^ > 0, solving-^
solving
= 0 gives (2.14) that minimizes expected system cost

for all fixed knowledge refreshing policies.
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Lemma 1 indicates that the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy
by the following factors: Q , the cost of running KDD,
of different types of queries to the knowledge base,

i=

is determined
, the arrival rates

, the arrival rate of new data and

Ic^, the expected cost of knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data. The time
complexity of inducing

is 0(1), while the time complexity of determining k* is

O(M^). According to Lemma 1, all the decisions in tv'J- can be pre-determined before
the start of the time horizon using (2.14), while the decisions in k ' depend on current
system states. Hence, the implementation of n'j- is more computational efficient than the
implementation of n . However, as shown in Lemma 2, the expected system cost
under

is greater than or equal to the expected system cost under n .

Lemma 2.

EC7t.f > EC K.

(2.18)
^

Proof. Since 11^^ cz O, we have,

EC.
"[ >EC M.

We also have,

V;rfen,
I
y

Hence, (2.18) follows.

Due to the computational and implementation efficiency of the fixed optimal knowledge
refireshing policy Tc'j., it is highly critical in knowledge refreshing to determine: (1) the
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conditions under which EC^. is equivalent to EC^. , and (2) the magnitude of system
cost saving generated by implementing k* , compared with implementing

. The first

question will be addressed by Lemma 3 and the second question is numerically explored
in Section 2.3.

Lemma 3. EC . = EC ., if one of the following two conditions is satisfied:

(1)

,2)

— — ^ < 1
/mm(c^)/l^

I max(c^ )/l^

2

In (1) and (2), min(c^) and max(c^) are the minimum and the maximum cost among
c„ ,for / =1 , 2 , - .
Hi

Proof. Under condition (1), we get,

I min(c^)
H

(2.19)
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According to (2.2), the minimum amount of knowledge loss at decision point m, for
l<m< M, is resulted if r^=m-\, which indicates that the latest decision point with
action 1 before decision point m is decision point (w -1). Substituting

in (2.2) with

-1, we get min(/^), the minimum amount of knowledge loss at decision point m, for
\<m<M,

mine.,) = -7^'

(2.20)

Multiplying (2.20) with min(c^), we get min(c^), the minimum cost of knowledge loss
at decision point m, for \< m < M ,

/min(c^)

According to (2.19) and (2.21), we have

(2.21)

< min(c^), for \ < m < M , which means

that, at any decision point over the time horizon, the cost of running KDD is less than the
minimum cost of knowledge loss at the decision point. Hence, under condition (1), the
global optimal knowledge refreshing policy in n requires KDD to be run whenever
there is a query to the knowledge base.
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Under condition (1), we also have,

n

(2.22)

because c^>min(c^). Applying (2.12) to (2.14), we get Q*<V2. Hence, under
condition (1), the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing pohcy tv'J. also requires KDD to be
run whenever there is a query to the knowledge base. Therefore, EC^. = EC^., if
condition (1) is satisfied.

Under condition (2), we get.

/ max(c^)

(2.23)

The right side of (2.23) represents the maximum cost of knowledge loss over the time
horizon if no KDD has been run over the time horizon. Hence, under condition (2), the
global optimal knowledge refreshing policy n requires no KDD to be run over the time
horizon.
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Under condition (2), we also have,

(2.24)

because c^ < m a x (c^). Applying (2.24) to (2.14), we get Q* > M. Hence, under
condition (2), the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy 7U*j- also requires no KDD to
be run over the time horizon. Therefore, EC7t.J- = ECK., if condition ^(2)
^ is satisfied.

Lemma 3 gives two conditions under which EC^. is equivalent to EC^.. For the
situations between the two extreme conditions given in Lemma 3, the magnitude of cost
saving between EC^. and EC^. decreases when the situation is closer to one of the
extreme conditions, but increases when the situation moves farther from the extreme
conditions. We will explore the magnitude of cost saving between EC^. and EC^.
numerically in Section 2.3.3.
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2.3 Numerical Analysis

The objective of numerical analysis is two-fold. First, we will evaluate the robustness of
the model with respect to its assumptions. Second, we will examine how the system
parameters impact the magnitude of cost saving between EC^. and EC^..

2.3.1 Simulation Environment

In the simulation environment, there are three distinct types of queries:

and ^3. q^,

q^n d ^3 are simulated as Poisson processes with arrival rate 0.6, 0.06 and 0.015
respectively. The cost of per unit knowledge loss for q^, q^ nd q^ are 0.1, 1.6 and 2.0
respectively. The arrival of new data is also simulated as a Poisson process with intensity
10. The amount of knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data is simulated as a
uniform distributed random variable with mean 0.1 unit. And the cost of running KDD is
a constant with value 40. Values of major system parameters are summarized in Table
2.2.

Values of major system parameters are set to reflect real world situations. We use one
month web log collected from an non-profit organization to estimate

and

In the web log, there are on average 12833 blocks of data arrived per hour

and 875

visits arrived per hour. By assuming the ratio between \
the values of

and

and

.

as 40:4:1, we have

as 777 (i.e., 875x40/45), 77 and 19 respectively. Scaling
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down the values of

'

^

'

and A^ by multiplying

1283

, we have the values of

A^^,A^^,A^^ and A^ as listed in Table 2.2. In real world, query type with higher arrive rate
usually incurs lower cost of knowledge loss. For example, queries to support strategic
decision making usually have a lower arrival rate than queries to support operational
decision making; while the former incurs higher cost of knowledge loss than the latter.
Thinking of a knowledge based Business-to-Consumer web portal, window shoppers
usually have a higher arrival rate than buyers; while the former generates lower revenue
than the latter. Hence, as shown in Table 2.2, we set A, > A, > 1 and c„ < c„ < c,, .
The values of

,c^

and Q are set to be 0.1, 16., 2.0 and 40 respectively.

Table 2.2: Values of the Simulation Parameters
Parameter
The arrival rate of

, A^^

The arrival rate of

A^^

Value
0.6
0.06

The arrival rate of q^, A^^

0.015

The arrival rate of new data, Aj

10

Mean of the knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data, /
The cost of per unit knowledge loss for q^,

0.1
0.1

The cost of per unit knowledge loss for q^

1.6

The cost of per unit knowledge loss for q^,

2.0

The cost of running KDD, Q

40

All of the simulation results are collected from experiments with 500 simulation runs,
yielding small confidence intervals for the simulation results with confidence level 90%
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(Molloy 1989). Before running simulation experiments, the Markov decision process
model proposed in Section 2.1 is solved using the dynamic programming method,
resulting in the global optimal knowledge refreshing policy k , and the analytical result
of EC^.. For the actual implementation of n in the simulation environment, the optimal

decision rule for any query generated between the time interval

be J* , where

M

, (m +1)7^
M

is the optimal decision rule for the m-th. query under n* .To check the

soundness of the Tt* implementation, we compare analytical results of EC^. with
simulation results of EC^.. Table 2.3 summarizes the results of the comparison, in which
the length of the time horizon T is increased from 400 to 600 with incremental step size
50. The simulation error in Table 2.3 is the absolute difference between the analytical
result of EC K. and the simulation result of EC K. divided by
result of EC K.,
'' the analytical
''
expressed in percentage. As shown in Table 2.3, the small simulation error not only
approves the proposed scheme of implementing .;r*in the simulation environment but
also shows the robustness of using the expected values of

in the analytical model.

Table 2.3: Comparison Between Simulation and Analytical Results of EC^.
T Analytical result of EC^.
1153.49
400
1296.93
450
1444.717
500
1592.503
550
1735.943
600

Simulation result of EC K. Simulation error (%)
1108.557656
3.89
1265.449724
2.42
1398.226498
3.21
1530.530327
3.89
1668.185278
3.90
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2.3.2 Robustness Analysis

2.3.2.1 Robustness Analysis With Respect to the Poisson Arrival Assumptions

Both new data interarrival times and query interarrival times in the model are assumed to
be exponentially distributed to obtain analytical tractability of the problem. To determine
the impact of the Poisson arrival assumption on the precision of the model and its
associated optimal solutions, simulation experiments have been performed with nonexponential distributions for new data and query interarrival times. Uniform and Erlang
distributions are used in the experiments as they have different shapes and variances from
the exponential distribution. In the experiments, the global optimal knowledge refreshing
policy n , is solved using the dynamic programming method under the Poisson arrival
assumptions for both new data and queries. Using the scheme described in Section 2.3.1,
K is then implemented in the three simulation experiments with exponential, uniform
and Erlang interarrival times for both new data and queries respectively, while keeping
the values of other system parameters same as those given in Table 2.2. Table 2.4
summarizes the results of the experiments, in which the length of the time horizon T is
increased from 400 to 600 with incremental step size 50. In Table 2.4, the simulation
difference is the absolute difference between the simulation result of EC K. under the nonPoisson arrival assumption and the simulation result of EC^. under the Poisson arrival
assumption divided by the latter, expressed in percentage. The small simulation
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difference indicates that the global optimal knowledge refreshing pohcy tt' is not
sensitive to the interarrival times distributions of new data and queries.

Table 2.4: Simulation Results For The Robustness Analysis With Respect To The
Impact of Interarrival Times Assumptions On tt*
Exponential arrival
T
400
450
500
550
600

EC K.
1108.557656
1265.449724
1398.226498
1530.530327
1668.185278

Uniform arrival
Erlang arrival
Simulation
Simulation
EC K.
EC
.
difference(%)
difference(%)
K
1107.531775
0.09
1119.177993
0.96
1251.570541
1.09
1275.402318
0.79
1393.219351
0.36
1404.347574
0.44
1537.677213
0.47
1560.881348
1.98
1671.274484
0.19
1706.887144
2.32

Simulation experiments have also been performed to check the impact of the interarrival
times distributions on the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy 7r*j-. In the
experiments, T is set to be 600. According to (2.12), Tt'j- under the Poisson arrival
assumptions is to run KDD every 14 queries and the analj^ical result of EC^. is 2231.81,
using the values of the system parameters given in Table 2.2. Simulation results of the
three simulation experiments with exponential, uniform and Erlang interarrival times are
summarized in Table 2.5. In Table 2.5, we fmd that: (1) EC

itf

under different interarrival

times assumptions become optimal at the same value of Q, which is also same as the
analytical optimal value of g; (2) simulation results of EC^. under different interarrival
times assumptions

are close to the analytical result of EC^.; (3) the simulation
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difference between EC^ under different interarrival times assumptions is small. The
simulation results reveal that the interarrival times distribution has little impact on Tt*j..

Table 2,5: Simulation Results For The Robustness Analysis With Respect To The
Impact of Interarrival Times Assumptions On n'j- (7=600)
Exponential arrival

Q

ECT t f

4
8
12
14
16
20
24

4214.037
2547.33
2215.447
2190.836
2198.048
2306.59
2517.35

Uniform arrival
Simulation
EC
difference(%)
4229.593
0.36
2547.255
0.002
2202.738
0.57
2178.303
0.57
2192.112
0.27
2323.313
0.72
2510.36
0.27

Erlang arrival
Simulation
EC
difference(%)
4249.254
0.84
2552.437
0.20
2214.582
0.04
2177.38
0.61
2201.592
0.16
2309.693
0.13
2497.985
0.77

2.3.2.2 Robustness Analysis With Respect to Using the Expected Knowledge Loss

Expected amount of knowledge loss is used in the proposed Markov decision process
model. In real world, the amount of knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data
could follow a variety of distributions. To verify the robustness of the model with respect
to using expected amount of knowledge loss, we need to check how the distribution of
knowledge loss impact the optimal knowledge refreshing policies 7c' and k'J- .

With the length of the time horizon T increased from 400 to 600 with incremental step
size 50, its corresponding n

and EC^. are calculated by applying the dynamic
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programming method to the model described in Section 2.1. .;r*are then implemented in
the simulation environment described in Section 2.3.1 with uniformly and exponentially
distributed knowledge loss respectively. Analytical and simulation results of EC^. are
summarized in Table 2.6. Both the simulation error between analytical and simulation
results of EC . and the simulation difference between two simulation results under
different knowledge loss distributions are small. The simulation results indicate that
(l);r*is not sensitive to the distribution of knowledge loss; (2) using the expected value
of knowledge loss has little impact on n .

Table 2.6: Simulation Results For The Robustness Analysis With Respect To The
Impact of Knowledge Loss Distribution On k
Simulation result of EC K.
Analytical result
of
T
7t.
1153.49
400
1296.93
450
1444.717
500
1592.503
550
1735.943
600

Simulation
Simulation
Simulation Difference
Uniform error (%) Exponential error (%)
(%)
1108.55
3.89
1112.41
3.56
0.35
1265.44
2.42
1245.82
3.94
1.55
1398.22
3.21
1398.80
3.17
0.04
1530.53
3.89
1513.13
4.98
1.37
1668.18
3.90
1675.74
3.46
0.45

Setting rto be 600 and using the values of the system parameters given in Table 2.2, the
analytical result of 2* is 14 and the analytical result of EC^. is 2231.81, according to
Lemma 1. Simulation results of the experiments with uniformly and exponentially
distributed knowledge loss are summarized in Table 2.7. In Table 2.7, we fmd that: (1)
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EC under different knowledge loss distributions become optimal at the same value of
"f

Q, which is also same as the analytical optimal value of Q; (2) simulation results of EC^.
under different knowledge loss distributions are close to the analytical result of EC .;
Ttf

(3) the simulation difference between EC

Kf

under different knowledge loss distributions

is small. The simulation results reveal that using the expected value of knowledge loss
has little impact on K f .

Table 2.7: Simulation Results For The Robustness Analysis With Respect To The
Impact of Knowledge Loss Distribution On
(7=600)
Uniform
Q

ECT t f

4
8
12
14
16
20
24

4214.037
2547.33
2215.447
2190.836
2198.048
2306.59
2517.35

Exponential
Simulation
EC
difference(%)
4239.24
0.60
2552.52
0.20
2211.08
0.19
2184.59
0.29
2205.81
0.35
2324.79
0.79
2529.29
0.47

2.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, we analyze numerically the impact of system parameters on the cost
saving generated by implementing n , instead of
are evaluated in this section;

. The following system parameters
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(1) the arrival rate of new data,

;

(2) the cost of running KDD, Q ;
(3) the expected knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data, /;
(4) the arrival rates of queries.

2.3.3.1 The Impact of the Arrival Rate of New Data

According to Lemma 3, if the arrival rate of new data
(1) is satisfied, then both

7t'

is large enough that condition

and 7t*j. require to run KDD for every query to the

knowledge base. As a result, EC^. equals to EC^.. On the other hand, if the arrival rate
of new data Xj is small enough that condition (2) is satisfied, EC^. is also equivalent to

EC .. For the values of X. between the two boundary values, performance improvement
"f

between EC K. and EC Kf. increases as the values are farther from the two boundary
•'
values while decreases as the values move closer to one of the boundary values. To verify
the performance impact of X^, we increase the value of Xj&om 0.01 to 2700, while
keep the values of the rest of the system parameters fixed. In the experiment, the duration
of the time horizon is set to be 600 and the two boundary values of X^ are 2700 and 0.01.
Simulation results summarized in Table 2.8 and Figure 2.2 are consistent with Lemma 3.
In the table, performance improvement is the absolute difference between the simulation
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result of EC^. and the simulation result of EC^. divided by the latter, expressed in
percentage. However, Lemma 3 cannot help determine;

(1) the shape of the curve in Figure 2.2;

(2)
^

and the condition at which the difference between EC .and EC . is
rcJmaximized.

We leave these two research questions as a future research direction of the dissertation.

Table 2.8: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact of The Arrival Rate of New Data Aj (7=600)

2700
1280
320
80
20
0.01

Simulation result of

Simulation result of

ECJtf.

EC7t.

16209
15603.98
10447.32
5884.99
3045.47
31.43

16160
12154.96
7354.48
4174.87
2259.23
31.04

Performance
Improvement (%)
0.30
28.37
42.05
40.96
34.80
1.24
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Figure 2.2: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact of The Arrival Rate of New Data

(7'=600)

2.3.3.2 The Impact of the Cost of Running KDD Q

In this experiment, we increase the cost of running KDD from

0.14 to 34000, keeping

the values of other system parameters fixed; the length of the time horizon being set to be
600 and the values of the rest system parameters being same as what described in Section
2.3.1. The simulation results are summarized in Table 2.9.
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Table 2.9: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact Of The Cost of Running KDD C^, (7=600)
Simulation result of Simulation result of
C.

EC K.f

EC K.

0.14
0.3
2.5
20
160
34000

56.285
120.492
483.948
1520.859
4389.055
33093.680

56.172
85.751
334.924
1126.595
3804.131
33085.580

Performance
Improvement (%)
0.202
40.513
44.495
34.996
15.376
0.245

From Table 2.9, we can find that (1) EC^. is close to EC^. when Q is small (i.e., 0.14)
or large (e.g., 34000) enough that one of the conditions in Lemma 3 is satisfied. The
small performance improvements are due to simulation errors. (2) Performance
improvement between EC^. and EC^. becomes more apparent as Q move farther from
either 0.14 or 34000. And the performance improvement reaches its highest value when
Q is 2.5. Simulation results generated in this experiment are consistent with Lemma 3.

2.3.3.3 The Impact of the Expected Knowledge Loss /

To evaluate the impact of the expected knowledge loss on the performance improvement
between EC^. and EC^., we increase the expected knowledge loss brought in by a unit
of new data from 0.0001 to 28, keeping the values of the rest system parameters fixed.
Similarly, the duration of the time horizon is set to be 600 in this experiment. Simulation
results of the experiment are summarized in Table 2.10.
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Table 2.10: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact of The Expected Knowledge Loss / (7=600)
Simulation result of

Simulation result of

L

EC"f.

EC Tt.

28
16
4
1
0.1
0.01
0.0001

16072.40
16080.16
10909.62
6319.72
2190.83
695.46
33.09

16033.33
11751.49
7491.58
4344.34
1668.18
623.40
33.06

Performance
Improvement (%)
0.24
36.84
45.62
45.47
31.33
11.55
0.07

When the expected knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data is large enough that
condition (1) in Lemma 3 is satisfied, both k and

require to run KDD for every

query to the knowledge base. Hence, we can see from the simulation results that EC^.
equals to EC^,, except for the small simulation error. In contrast, when the expected
knowledge loss brought in by a unit of new data is small enough that condition (2) in
Lemma 3 is satisfied, both K and Kj. forbid running KDD for every query to the
knowledge base. As a result, EC^. also equals to EC^. except for the small simulation
error. For the values of the expected knowledge loss between 0.0001 and 28, performance
improvement between EC^. and EC^. increases as the values are farther from the two
boundary values while decreases as the values move closer to one of the boundary values.
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2.3.3.4 The Impact of the Arrival Rate of Queries

In this experiment, we increase the arrival rate of query

, from 0.004 to 4, while

keep the values of other system parameters fixed. The length of the time horizon is set to
be 600 in this experiment. The simulation resuhs are summarized in Table 2.11.

Table 2.11: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact of The Arrival Rate of Query

Simulation result of Simulation result of
EC .
EC n.
Kf
3809.436
3572.905
4
2431.944
1996.15
1
1895.638
1422.423
0.25
1632.786
1274.094
0.0625
1493.106
1263.723
0.016
1405.339
1248.067
0.004

(7=600)

Performance
Improvement ("/o)
6.62
21.83
33.26
28.15
18.15
12.60

From Table 2.11, we can find that the performance improvement between EC^. and
EC^. reaches its maximum value when
decreases as the value of

is 0.25. And the performance improvement

moves towards one of the boundary values of

that make

condition (1) or (2) in Lemma 3 satisfied. Similar trends can be found when varying
and A,^3 , as shown in Table 2.12 and Table 2.13.
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Table 2.12: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact of The Arrival Rate of Query gj'\ (^"^600)
Simulation result of Simulation result of
EC .
EC7t.
")
3479.245
2687.065
2182.968
1879.604
1703.096

0.24
0.12
0.06
0.03
0.015

2981.017
2174.323
1668.185
1534.249
1436.898

Performance
Improvement (%)
16.71
23.58
30.85
22.51
18.52

Table 2.13: Performance Improvement Between EC^. And EC^. With Respect To
The Impact of The Arrival Rate of Query
Simulation result of
EC .

Simulation result of
EC K.

2297.085
2233.939
2182.968
2127.339
2063.931

1844.109
1774.85
1668.185
1697.507
1659.575

0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005

\ (T=600)

Performance
Improvement (%)
24.56
25.86
30.85
25.32
24.36

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we develop a Markov decision process model of knowledge refreshing.
Two optimal knowledge refreshing policies - n , the global optimal knowledge
refreshing pohcy, and

, the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy, are derived

from the model. Relationships between tt* and n'f are studied both analytically and
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numerically. Research results from

this chapter provide the following insights for

knowledge refreshing heuristics development:

(1) The knowledge refreshing model developed in Section 2.1 provides structural
guidelines to analyze real world knowledge refreshing problems;

(2) The optimal knowledge refreshing policies derived in Section 2.2 provides
bases for developing knowledge refreshing heuristics;

Before discussing implementation procedure for optimal knowledge refreshing policies
and proposing heuristics for knowledge refreshing, we introduce real world knowledge
refreshing requirements using two real world KDD applications: web mining based web
portal design described in Chapter 3 and data mining based caching approach illustrated
in Chapter4. We then summarize the knowledge refreshing requirements in the two
applications, propose implementation procedure for optimal knowledge refreshing
policies and develop heuristics based on insights generated in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: LINKSELECTOR: A WEB MINING APPROACH TO
HYPERLINK SELECTION FOR WEB PORTALS

In this chapter, we introduce a real world KDD application - a web mining based
hyperlink selection approach for web portals. Besides contributions to the area of
intelligent web portal design, the application described in this chapter also provides a real
world environment to study the knowledge refreshing problem. The majority of the
chapter describes LinkSelector - a web mining based hyperlink selection approach for
web portals. We briefly summarize knowledge refreshing requirements for LinkSelector
at the end of the chapter. Detailed knowledge refreshing requirements for LinkSelector
are illustrated and addressed in Chapter 5, based on the analytical model and its optimal
solutions developed in Chapter 2.

3.1 Introduction
As the size and complexity of websites expands dramatically, it has become increasingly
challenging to design websites on which web surfers can easily find the information they
seek. To address this challenge, we formally define a research problem in this area,
hyperlink selection, and present a web mining based approach, LinkSelector, as a
solution.

There are two dominant ways through which web surfers fmd the information they seek
(Chakrabarti 2000): using search engines and clicking on hyperlinks. Research on the
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former is concerned with improving recall and precision (Lawrence and Giles 1998; 1999;
Chakrabarti 2000) of search engines. Our research, however, concentrates on improving
the efficiency of the second way of web information searching. As web surfers click on a
group of hyperlinks to find the information they seek, placing appropriate hyperlinks in
web pages is critical to improving their web information searching efficiency. In
particular, this chapter focuses on placing appropriate hyperlinks in the portal page of a
website, which is the entrance to a website.

The homepage of a website is one type of portal page. Homepages which guide users to
locate the information they seek easily create a good first impression and attract more
users, while homepages which make information searching difficult result in a bad first
impression and corresponding user loss (Nielson and Wagner 1996). A default web portal
is another type of portal page. Recently, web portals that serve as a personal entrances to
websites have attracted more and more attention. Universities such as UCLA have built
educational web portals (e.g., My UCLA, http://mv.ucla.edu): corporations such as
Yahoo!

have

developed

commercial

web

portals

(e.g.,

My

Yahoo!,

http://mv.vahoo.com). For practical purposes, portal service providers (e.g., Yahoo!)
provide portal users with a standard default web portal, which the users can personalize
(e.g., add or remove hyperlinks from the default web portal). As the first version of a web
portal encountered by portal users, the default web portal plays an important role in the
success of a web portal. According to My Yahoo!, most users never customize their
default web portals and a great deal of effort should go into the design of the default web
portal (Manber et al. 2000).
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A portal page consists of hyperlinks selected from a hyperlink pool, which is a set of
hyperlinks pointing to top-level web pages'. Usually, the hyperlink pool of a website
consists of hyperlinks listed in the site-index page or the site-directory page. As shown in
Figure 3.1, hyperlinks in the

portal page of the University of Arizona website

Chttpi/Zwww.arizona.edu) are selected from
consists

of

hyperlinks

index/webindex.shtml).

in

its

Hyperlinks

its hyperlink pool. The hyperlink pool

site-index
in

the

page
portal

("http://www.arizona.edu/
page

of

My

Yahoo!

(http://mv.vahoo.com) are also selected from its hyperlink pool. The pool, in this case,
consists of hyperlinks in its site-directory page.

' Web pages in a website are organized in a hierarchy in which a high level web page is an aggregation of
its low level web pages (Nielson 1999). For example, the web page of faculty list is one level higher than
its corresponding faculty homepages and it is an aggregation of its corresponding faculty homepages. For a
university website, top level web pages include the web page of department list and the web page of
computing resources etc..
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Figure 3.1: (a) The Hyperlink Pool (Top) And The Portal Page (Bottom) of The
Website of The University of Arizona;
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Figure 3.1 (b) The Hyperlink Pool (Top) and The Portal Page (Bottom) of My
Yahoo!.

Given the web design principle that scrolling must be avoided in portal pages (Nielson
1999), a well-designed portal page normally contains several dozen (i.e., usually less than
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4 dozen) hyperlinks^. However, the hyperlink pool of a typical website has at least
several hundred hyperlinks. For example, the portal page of the University of Arizona
website consists of 32 hyperlinks while the hyperlink pool has 743 hyperlinks. It is
computationally too expensive to exhaust all combinations of several dozen hyperlinks
from a hyperlink pool with several hundred hyperlinks and find the one that is the most
efficient in guiding web surfers to find the information they seek. In this particular, for
example, the number of combinations of selecting 32 hyperlinks from 743 hyperlinks is
1.44E+56 (i.e., C743). Current practice of hyperlink selection relies on domain experts'
(e.g., website designers) experiences. Obviously, such selection is subjective. In addition,
it reflects only website designers' perspectives on what hyperlinks should be selected, not
web surfers' perspectives. The second perspective should be emphasized as the purpose
of hyperlink selection is to reduce web surfers' information searching efforts, not web
designers'.

In comparison, our hyperlink selection method, LinkSelector, incorporates both patterns
extracted from the structure of a website and those discovered from a web log, which
records web surfers' behaviors of information searching. LinkSelector first employs web
mining techniques (Kosala and Blockeel 2000) to extract the above-mentioned patterns
and calculates preferences of hj^erlinks and hyperlink sets defined in this chapter from
these patterns. LinkSelector then selects hyperlinks from a given hyperlink pool by
running the calculated preferences through a greedy algorithm developed in this chapter.
^ Placing too many hyperlinks in a portal page will cause some hyperlinks to be visible only when scrolling
down the window of the page. Unfortunately, according to Neilson's research (Nielson 1999), web surfers
rarely scroll down the window of a portal page.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 3.2. In
Section 3.3, we propose metrics to measure the quality of a portal page and formally
define the hyperlink selection problem. A web mining based approach for hyperlink
selection, LinkSelector, is presented in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, we evaluate the
performance of LinkSelector using data obtained from the University of Arizona website
and the metrics proposed in Section 3.3. We conclude the chapter in Section 3.6.

3.2 Related Work

In this section, we first review works on web mining on which LinkSelector is based. In
(Cooley et al. 1997), web mining is defined as the process of discovering and analyzing
useful information from the Web. A good survey on web mining research can be found in
(Kosala and Blocked 2000). Srivastava et al. classified web data into content, structure
and usage (Srivastava et al 2000):

- Content is the data in web pages. It usually consists of texts and graphics.

- Structure is the data describing the organization of the Web, such as hyperlinks.

- Usage is the data that describe web surfers' information searching behaviors. Web
usage data can be found in web logs.

For different types of web data, corresponding web mining methods are developed. Web
content mining is the process of automatically retrieving, filtering and categorizing web
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documents, a good survey on which can be found in (Chakrabarti 2000). As it typically
makes use of only texts on web pages, valuable information implicitly contained in
hyperlinks is overlooked. Web structure mining (Chakrabarti et al. 1999) infers useful
patterns from the Web's link topology to help retrieve high quality web pages. HITS and
PageRank are two widely used web structure mining algorithms. In the HITS algorithm
(Kleinberg 1998), authority pages were defined as high-quality pages related to a
particular topic. Hub pages were those that were not necessarily authorities themselves
but provided pointers to other authority pages. HITS calculated hub weights and authority
weights of web pages using an iterative procedure and returned web pages with the
highest hub weights or authority weights. The PageRank algorithm (Brin and Page 1998)
weighted each in-link to a page proportionally to the quality of the page containing the
in-link. A web page had a high PageRank score if it was linked from many other pages,
and the scores were even higher if these referring pages were also good pages. The
hyperlink vector voting algorithm (Li 1998) ranked web pages based on both the number
of hyperlinks to it and the anchor-texts of the hyperlinks. Web usage mining (Srivastava
et al. 2000) is the process of applying data mining techniques to discover web access
patterns from a web log. Due to its greater relevance to this research, we review works on
web usage mining in more detail.

The data used for web usage mining are web logs. A web log is a collection of data that
explicitly records web surfers' behaviors of information searching in a website. Figure
3.2 shows a sample web log collected by a web server at the University of Arizona.
Useful attributes for web usage mining in a web log include IP address, time and URL,
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which explicitly describe who at what time accessed which web page. Additional
attributes include status of a HTTP request and the count of bytes returned by a web
server.

IP Address^

Time

128.196.133
.16

(01/Sep/2001:05:3
8:33 -0700)

128.196.133
.16

Method/URL/Protocol

Status

Size

"GET /working/index, shtml
HTTP/1.0"

200

7134

(01/Sep/2001;05:3
8:34 -0700)

"GET /working/images/heademploy.gif HTTP/1.0"

200

765

128.196.133
.16

(01/Sep/2001:05:3
8:34 -0700)

"GET /working/images/work.jpg
HTTP/1.0"

200

8864

128.196.133
.16

(01/Sep/2001:05:3
8:34 -0700)

"GET /working/images/staffquicklinks1.gif HTTP/1.0"

200

1618

Figure 3.2: A Sample Web Log Collected By A Web Server At The University of
Arizona

Projects of web usage mining are classified into two groups; general-purpose projects and
specific-purpose projects (Srivastava et al. 2000). General-purpose projects, such as
(Chen et al. 1996; Cooley et al. 1999a), focused on web usage mining in general. Cooley
et al. proposed an architecture and specific steps for web usage mining and presented a
method to identify potentially interesting patterns from mining results (e.g., patterns in
which unlinked web pages are visited together frequently) (Cooley et al. 1999a). Chen et
al. explored a new data mining capability to mine path traversal patterns from web logs
(Chen el al. 1996). Specific-purpose projects focused on apphcations of web usage
mining. Web usage mining can be used to improve organizations of websites. Adaptive
^ To protect privacy of web users, IP addresses in this table are artificial IP addresses.
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website project (Perkowitz and Etzioni 2000) used web visiting patterns learned from
web logs to automatically improve organizations and presentations of websites.
Spiliopoulou and Pohle exploited web usage mining to measure and improve the success
of websites (Spiliopoulou and Pohle 2001). Lee and Podlaseck presented an interactive
visualization system that provides users with abilities to actively interpret and explore
web log data of online stores to evaluate the effectiveness of web merchandising (Lee and
Podlaseck 2001). Web usage mining can also be used to personalize users' web surfing
experience. In (Yan et al. 1996), clusters of visitors who exhibited similar information
needs (e.g., visitors who accessed similar web pages) were discovered via web usage
mining. These clusters could be used to classify new visitors and dynamically suggest
hyperlinks for them. Mobasher et al. (Mobasher 2001) presented techniques to leam user
preferences from web usage data using data mining techniques, such as association rule
mining. Based on the learned preferences, dynamic hyperlinks could be recommended for
active visiting sessions. Anderson et al. developed MEMPATH, an algorithm that
automatically suggests useflil shortcut links in real time to improve wireless web
navigations (Anderson et al. 2001). A complete survey of web usage mining research by
year 2000 can be found in (Srivastava et al. 2000).

Research on browsing agents and recommendation systems is also related to this work.
WebWatcher (Armstrong et al. 1995) and Letizia (Lieberman 1995) are two early
examples of browsing agents. WebWatcher first asked a user's web visiting goal. It then
predicted and highlighted hyperlinks that the user would click based on models learned
from previous web visiting behaviors. Inspired by WebWatcher, personal WebWatcher
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(Mladenic 1999) modeled web visiting interests for a specific web surfer based on her
previously visited web pages. Another web browsing agent, Letizia learned a user's
interests from the user's past behaviors. It explored the Web ahead of the user and used
the interests learned to recommend web pages that the user would visit next. Contentbased filtering and collaborative filtering are approaches to realizing recommendation
systems. The content-based filtering approach has its root in information retrieval (Salton
1968). Recommendation systems using this approach, such as NewsWeeder (Lang 1995),
recommended objects to a user based on the comparison between the contents of the
objects and the user's profile. Recommendation systems using collaborative filtering
approach, such as Ringo (Shardanand and Maes 995) and GroupLens (Resnick 1994),
recommended objects to a user because other users with similar tastes to the given user
liked these objects. The Fab system described in (Balabanovic and Shoham 1997) is
based on the combination of the content-base filtering approach and the collaborative
filtering approach.

Research employing only usage information, such as work described in (Chen el al.
1996), and research employing content information, such as work described in
(Armstrong et al, 1995; Lang 1995), did not consider the information contained in the
structure of a website. In (Cooley 1999a; Perkowitz and Etzioni 2000), the structure of a
website was used to filter out uninteresting web visiting patterns (i.e., patterns in which
directly linked web pages are visited together frequently).

Although it is proper to

exclude these uninteresting patterns in (Cooley 1999a; Perkowitz and Etzioni 2000),
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these excluded uninteresting patterns provide valuable insights into hyperlink selection.
We will discuss this in Section 3.4.1. The hyperlink selection approach proposed in this
chapter is based on both web usage information and web structure information and
considers both interesting and uninteresting web visiting patterns. Research in web
structure mining that combines web content and web structure information is also related
to this research. For example, HITS favors web pages (i.e., hub pages) that point to many
other good pages (i.e., authority pages). LinkSelector also favors web pages that point to
many other good pages. Unlike HITS, the goodness in LinkSelector is measured using
web usage information (i.e., the frequency that the pages are visited together). Besides
structurally related web pages, LinkSelector also considers structurally un-related web
pages.

3.3 Problem Definition - Hyperlink Selection

It is desirable to design a portal page of a website (a) that can effectively facilitate web
surfers to find information stored in the website (b) with limited number of hyperlinks
placed in the portal page; and (c) that is frequently used/visited by web surfers when they
search information in the website. We propose three metrics to measure the quality of a
portal page - effectiveness, efficiency and usage, which address (a) - (c) mentioned
above respectively. All three are calculated from web logs. A web log can be broken
down into sessions with each session representing a sequence of consecutive web
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accesses by the same visitor. For the convenience of readers, important notations used in
this chapter are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Notation Summary
Description

Notation

the number of sessions in a web log

s
Sj

a session, for j - 1,2,

H

the hyperlink pool of a website

UHL{Sj)-

user-sought top-level web pages in S j

1

the number of hyperlinks in a website
a hyperlink, for j = 1,2,•••I

Lj

the set of hyperlinks in the web page pointed to by Lj

PHL

the set of hyperlinks in a portal page

EHL

EHL =

u

P,

"iLjfLPHL

>

HL

HL=PHL\JEHL

N

the number of hyperlinks to be placed in a portal page

effectiveness{S J)

\UHL{Sj)nHL\

eJfec,..enes.(S,),
effectiveness (log)

s

^ effectivenesses J)
effectiveness([o^ = —
efficiency j)
's

efficiencyiS:) =
efflciency{}o^

5

UHL{Sj)nHL

j

\PHL \
S

^efficiency
efficiency {log) = ^

M5age(log)

usage{\og) = YpHL{Sj) n HL\
M

's)
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k-HS

a set of k hyperlinks L., where L.^H

a (k-HS)

the support of a k-HS

SR

the set of structure relationships between hyperlinks in H

AR

the set of access relationships among hyperlinks in H

PREl,

the preference of a hyperlink L., where L- e H

PHP

a set of pairs, in which, each pair consists of a hyperlink pair
with group II relationship and its preference

PHS

a set of pairs, in which, each pair consists of a hyperlink set
with group II relationship and its preference

The effectiveness of a portal page is measured as the degree of easiness to find usersought top-level web pages'* from the portal page. We denote .y as the number of sessions
in a web log, Sj as a session, for j = \,2,---s , and if as a hyperlink pool, which is a set of
hyperlinks pointing to top-level web pages. In Sj, user-sought top-level web pages are
web pages pointed to by hyperlinks in UHL{S) , which is the intersection of the
hyperlinks clicked in Sj and H. Usually, web pages that are 1-2 clicks away^ from a
portal page can be easily found from the portal page. We denote / as the number of
hyperlinks in a website, Z as a hyperlink, for j = 1,2,--- /,

j

as the set of hyperlinks in

We believe that a levelwise approach is appropriate for the design of a website. In this approach, the
portal page is designed to find user-sought top-level web pages easily. Top-level web pages then are
designed to locate user-sought web pages one level below easily. As the hyperlink selection approach
proposed in this chapter can be applied to every subsequent level, consequently, websites designed in this
approach will be easy to navigate to find user-sought information. In this chapter, we concentrate on
designing the portal page to facilitate the search of top-level web pages.
' Web pages that are 1 click away from a portal page refer to web pages that are directly pointed to by
hyperlinks in the portal page. Web pages that are 2 clicks away from a portal page are web pages that are
pointed to by hyperlinks in web pages 1 click away.
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the web page pointed to by Lj and PHL as the set of hyperlinks in the portal page of a
website. EHL is the set of hyperlinks, where

EHL=^

u
VL,ePHl

(3.1)
J

^

'

EHL consists of hyperlinks that are contained in web pages directly pointed to by the
portal page. Web pages pointed to by hyperlinks in HL are 1-2 clicks away from the
portal page and can be easily found from the portal page, where

HL = PHLkjEHL

(3.2)

Example 3.1: As shown in Figure 3.3, the portal page of a web site contains hyperlinks
i,, Lj and L^. Web pages pointed to by hyperlinks L^, L2 and L^ contain hyperlinks
Z,2 and Z,4; hyperlink L^; and hyperlinks I5 and L^ respectively.
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web page pointed to by Z,

web page pointed to by

web page pointed to by
portal page

Figure 3.3: PHL and EHL

In this example, PHL=^^,L2,L^},
to (3.1),

EHL=

Kj P^
vLjePHL •'

P^^ =-^3}and

1

=-^5,^8}. According

uPi uPi ) = -^2,Z3,Z4,Z,5,Z3}; according to (3.2),
z

J

HL = PHL u EHL = {L^L^^L^L^L^L^ }.

The effectiveness of a portal page can be measured in terms of the recall rate of the portal
page at two different levels - session level and web log level. For a session

the more

hyperlinks in UHL{S) found in HL, the more user-sought top-level web pages easily
found from the portal page; hence, the higher the effectiveness of the portal page.
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Definition 3.1: For a session Sj, the session level effectiveness of a portal page is
defined as:

\UHLiS,)nHL\

eJfectivenessiSJ ) = ——

where

(3.3)

j = l,2,---s and |x|denotes the cardinality of a set X. And the log level

effectiveness of a portal page is defined as:

S

effectiveness(S J )
eJfectiveness(log) = —

Example 3.2: In a session 5,, hyperlinks Z,,, 1 ,0,
were clicked. Hyperlinks

(3.4)

s

L,^,L^, L^,Ljand 1 ,2

and L^are also elements of the hyperlink pool H.

Hence, UHL(S^) is {l ^,L2,L^LJ}. For the portal page given in Example 3.1, its session
level effectiveness is,

effec,.e„eMS,) =

=1=

The result states that 75% of the user-sought top-level web pages in session 5, can be
easily found from the portal page.
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Given the limited number of hyperlinks that can be placed in a portal page, it is desirable
to have more user-sought top-level web pages easily found from the portal page (i.e.,
more hyperlinks in UHL{Sj)nHL ) with fewer hyperlinks placed in the portal page (i.e.,
fewer hyperlinks in PHL). Motivated by this consideration, we define the efficiency of a
portal page as the following.

Definition 3.2: For a session Sj, the session level efficiency of a portal page is defined
as:

\UHL{S.)nHL\
^

efJiciency{Sj) = ^-

where j =

(3.5)

and |X| denotes the cardinality of a set X. And the log level efficiency

of a portal page is defined as:

'^efficiency's j)
efficiencyiXog) = —

(3.6)

Example 3.3: For the portal page given in Example 1 and the session S^ given in
Example 3.2, the session level efficiency of the portal page is.

efflciency{S. ) =

\UHL{S,)nHL\ \{L„LM\ 3 ,
;
1
=
\ =- = 1
\PHL\
\{L„L^,L,}\ 3
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A well designed portal page should attract web surfers to use/visit it. Usage of a portal
page measures how often a portal page is visited. As the portal page constructed by
LinkSelector has not been used by web surfers, we measure its usage by counting the
number of user-sought top-level web pages that can be easily found from the portal page
(i.e., the number of hyperlinks in UHL(SJ)RIHL ). The measurement is an approximation
of usage because ease of finding these web pages from the portal page will attract users to
visit the portal page. We define usage measured at the web log level as below.

Definition 3.3: The log level usage of a portal page is defined as:

usage{log) =

(3-7)

where |Xj denotes the cardinality of a set X.

Based on the three metrics presented above, we formally define the hyperlink selection
problem as below.

Given; (1) the hyperlink pool H o f a website;
(2) the number of hyperlinks to be placed in a portal page of the website - N ,
where

N<\H\.
Select N hyperlinks from the hyperlink pool H to include in a portal page.
Objective: maximize the effectiveness, efficiency and usage of the resulting portal page.
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3.4 The LinkSelector Approach

As discussed in Section 3.1, it is computationally too expensive to find the optimal
solution for the hyperlink selection problem. In this section, we present a heuristic
solution method named LinkSelector. Compared with the current practice of hyperlink
selection based on domain experts' experience, our method incorporates patterns
extracted from the structure of a website and those extracted from a web log, which
records web surfers' behaviors of information searching in the website. Hence,
LinkSelector is more objective and reflects web surfers' perspectives on which
hyperlinks should be selected while current practice of hyperlink selection is subjective
and reflects only domain experts' perspectives. We introduce LinkSelector in Section
3.4.1. A detailed description of LinkSelector is illustrated step by step in Section 3.4.2
through Section 3.4.6. We discuss time complexity of LinkSelector in Section 3.4.7.

3.4.1 Overview of LinkSelector

Hyperlinks in a hyperlink pool may be directly connected to each other (i.e., one
hyperlink is contained in a web page pointed to by another hyperlink) or accessed
together in a session. Accordingly, we categorize relationships among hyperlinks in a
hyperlink pool into two types - structure relationship and access relationship. For any
pair of hyperlinks L. and Lj in H, L. has a structure relationship with Lj , denoted as
i,

LJ, if and only ifl^ e

(i.e., Lj is a hyperlink on the page pointed to by Z,,). I, is

the initial hyperlink and Lj is the terminal hyperlink in this structure relationship.
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Example 3.4: As shown in Figure 3.4, web page 1 contains hyperUnks Z,, and L^\
page 2 , which is pointed to by hyperlink Z,, contains hyperlinks
web page 3 , which is pomted to by hyperlink

,1-4 ,^6 and

, contains hyperliak

and

web
; and
. All

hyperlinks are elements of the hyperlink pool H.

web page 2

web page 3
web page 1

Figure 3.4: Structure Relationship

In this example,

^nd

exists, in which Z, is the initial hyperlink and

Structure relationship
is the terminal hyperlink. Similarly,

structure relationships I, —> Z4, I, —> Zg, Z, —> Ig, Z3 —> Zj and Z3

Zy also hold.

For a hyperlink acts as the initial hyperlink in M structure relationships, placing it in a
portal page makes it an element of PHL and the M terminal hyperlinks in all the structure
relationships elements of EHL. As discussed in Section 3.3, web pages pointed to by
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hyperlinks in HL (i.e., PHL^ EHL) can be easily found from a portal page. Therefore,
the more structure relationships a hyperlink participates in as the initial hyperlink, the
more top-level web pages can be easily found from a portal page if the hyperlink is
placed in the portal page. In Example 3.4, Z,, participates in four structure relationships
(i.e., I,

,L, ->Z,4,Z,|

and L, -^L^) as the initial hyperlink. Hence, placing Z,, in

a portal page enables five top-level web pages (i.e., pages pointed to by
Z,, Z2,1-4, Zg and Zg) to be easily found from the portal page.

We use access relationships to reflect the patterns that some hyperlinks are visited
together in a session. In a web log, session is identified using IP address and a time-out
(see Section 3.4.3.1). The LinkSelector approach is based on both access relationships
and structure relationships. Before introducing access relationships, we introduce
hyperlink sets first. A hyperlink set k-HS is a set of k hyperlinks L., where L.eH. For a
web log, the support of a k-HS (denoted as a (k-HS)) is the ratio of the number of
sessions in which the k-HS is accessed over the total number of sessions in the web log.
For a k-HS, where k>2, there exists an access relationship among elements in the k-HS
if and only if its support a {k-HS) is greater than a pre-defined threshold, a (k-HS) is
called the support of the access relationship.

For hyperlinks in a hyperlink pool, their pairwise relationships can be categorized into
four groups as shown in Figure 3.5.
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Structure
^~~~~--~~-,Relationship
Access
Relationship
YES
NO

YES

NO

I
III

II
IV

Figure 3.5: Pairwise Relationships for Hyperlinks In a Hyperlink Pool

- Group I relationship indicates that both structure relationship and access relationship
hold between two hyperlinks. As we have discussed, hyperlinks participating in more
structure relationships as initial hyperlinks will be selected for the portal page over
other hyperlinks with respect to increasing the number of hyperlinks in HL. For a
structure relationship Z,, -> LJ , the support of the access relationship between L.
dcoALj—

reflects the quality of the structure relationship. The higher the

support

}), the higher the possibility that L. and LJ will be accessed together

in future visits''. Hence, hyperlinks participating in higher quality structure
relationships as initial hyperlinks will be selected for the portal page over other
hyperlinks with respect to increasing the quality (i.e., possibility to be visited) of
hyperlinks in HL. Increasing the number and the quality of hyperlinks in HL could
increase the hits of user-sought top-level web pages in HL (i.e., ^HL {SJ )r^HI^),
which in turn could increase the effectiveness, efficiency and usage of a portal page,
according to (3.3), (3.5) and (3.7). In this regard, group I relationship which was

' This is based on an assumption that web visiting patterns are coherent in past and future visits (Perkowitz
and Etzioni 2000).
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regarded as uninteresting in previous research (Perkowitz and Etzioni 2000; Cooley
1999a), provides us with two indicators of hyperlink preference in hyperlink
selection: the number of structure relationships a hyperlink participates in as the
initial hyperlink and the qualities of these structure relationships measured as
supports of access relationships between the hyperlink and its terminal hyperlinks.
We describe how to calculate the preference of a hyperlink using these two indicators
in Section 3.4.4.

Group II relationship indicates that an access relationship but not a structure
relationship exists between two hyperlinks. As hyperlinks with group II relationship
are structurally unlinked, in order to navigate from the web page pointed to by one
hyperlink to the web page pointed to by the other, web visitors have to explore the
website to find the path. This creates inconvenience for web surfing and the situation
becomes worse as these two hyperlinks are accessed together frequently (i.e., access
relationship between the hyperlinks). In contrast, if these two hyperlinks were placed
together in a portal page, they could easily be found from the portal page, which
could increase the hits of user-sought top-level web pages in HL (i.e.,
\lJHL{Sj)r\HI^) and the effectiveness, efficiency and usage of a portal page (i.e.,
according to (3.3), (3.5) and (3.7)). Hence, hyperlink pairs with group II relationship
are preferred to hyperlink pairs without in hyperlink selection. For a hyperlink pair
with group II relationship, the support of the access relationship between its
hyperlinks is the determining factor for its preference over other hyperlink pairs with
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group II relationship in hyperlink selection. We describe how to calculate the
preference of a hyperlink pair for group II relationship in Section 3.4.5.

- Group III relationship indicates that a structure relationship but not an access
relationship exists between two hyperlinks. This relationship reveals that the web
page pointed to by the initial hyperlink in a structure relationship contains a rarely
visited hyperlink which is the terminal hyperlink in the structure relationship. Hence,
group III relationship reveals a design problem with internal pages. As hyperlink
selection focuses on choosing hyperlinks for a portal page, we do not discuss group
III relationship in this chapter.

- Group IV relationship does not reveal any patterns between hyperlinks; thus, is not
considered in this research.

LinkSelector employs group I and group II relationships to calculate preferences of
hyperlinks and preferences of

hyperlink pairs respectively. Based on preferences

calculated, an algorithm is developed to extract N hyperlinks from the given hyperlink
pool. We outline LinkSelector in Figure 3.6. Steps in this algorithm are described in
Section 3.4.2 through Section 3.4.6.
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Input: H: the hyperlink pool of a website
N: the number of hyperlinks to be placed in the portal page of the website
Output: PHL\ the set of hyperlinks in the portal page of the website
Discover structure relationships;
Discover access relationships;
Calculate preferences of hyperlinks based on group I relationship;
Calculate preferences of hyperlink pairs based on group II relationship;
Select hyperlinks.
Figure 3.6: The Sketch of LinkSelector

3.4.2 Discover Structure Relationships

LinkSelector discovers structure relationships between hyperlinks in a hyperlink pool by
parsing the web pages the hyperlinks point to. The web page pointed to by each hyperlink
i, ia if is retrieved and parsed. A structure relationship I, —> Lj is added to structure
relationships SR if Lj appears in the web page Z,,. points to, Lj and L. are different and
Lj is an element of H.

3.4.3 Discover Access Relationships

3.4.3.1 Web Log Preprocessing

Access relationships among hyperlinks can be extracted from a web log. A raw web log
collected from

a web server needs to be preprocessed before meaningful access
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relationships can be extracted (Cooley et ai. 1999b). In this research, we divide the
preprocessing task into two steps - web log cleaning and session identification.

In web log cleaning, two types of web log records are removed. First, web log records
with the value of the status attribute greater than 400 are deleted because they record
failed web access. Second, web log records recording accessory requests to a web page
request, such as picture requests, are also removed. As a raw web log records every file
request sent to a web server, one web access could result in several web log records. For
example, an access to a web page with two pictures will result in three web log records,
one for the web page and the other two for the pictures. Web log records recording
accesses to web pages are sufficient to describe web surfers' information searching
behaviors.

The basic processing unit for extracting access relationships is a session. A web log needs
to be divided into sessions before the extraction of access relationships. However, in
HTTP protocol, as connections between web clients and a web server are stateless, there
is no notion of session in a web log. One method of dividing a web log into sessions is
based on timeout. If the time between page requests from the same user exceeds a certain
limit, it is assumed that the user has started another session (Cooley et al. 1999b). Some
commercial tools use 30 minutes as a default timeout. Catledge and Pitkow calculated a
timeout of 25.5 minutes based on empirical data (Catledge and Pitkow 1995). Another
method is to modify a web server to encode session identifiers in web pages transferred
between clients and a web server (Yan et al. 1996). As the second method requires
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modification of a web server, it is not convenient and practical for many websites. We
adopt the timeout method to identify sessions. Web log records are first sorted by client
IP address then by access time. We use a 30-minute timeout to divide web log records
generated by the same IP address into sessions.

3.4.3.2 Mine Access Relationships From The Preprocessed Web Log

Once a raw web log has been cleaned and divided into sessions, large itemsets discovery
algorithms proposed in association rule mining can be applied to extract access
relationships from it. Association rule mining (Agrawal and Srikant 1994) is defined on a
set of items Z =

, Zj''''' h }• Let D be a set of transactions, where each transaction T is a

set of items such that T cL. The support of an itemset (i.e., a set of items) in D is the
fraction of all transactions containing the itemset. An itemset is called large if its support
is greater than a user-specified support threshold. The most important step in association
rule mining is to find large itemsets and their supports. Various algorithms for finding
large itemsets, such as Apriori (Agrawal and Srikant 1994), are in use.

In the case of mining access relationships, sessions correspond to transactions, hyperlinks
correspond to items and hyperlink sets correspond to itemsets. Applying the Apriori
algorithm on the preprocessed web log, all hyperlink sets that have access relationships
among their elements can be found and their corresponding supports can be calculated.
The Apriori algorithm can be found in (Agrawal and Srikant 1994) and is skipped in this
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chapter. The output of mining access relationships is a set of pairs denoted as AR, in
which, each pair contains a hyperlink set and its corresponding support.

3.4.4 Calculate Preferences of Hyperlinks

As discussed in Section 3.4.1, with respect to increasing the effectiveness, efficiency and
usage of a portal page, the preference of a hyperlink in hyperlink selection is determined
by two factors; the number of structure relationships it participates in as the initial
hyperlink and the qualities of these structure relationships measured as supports of access
relationships between it and its terminal hyperlinks. Based on these two factors, we
define the preference of a hyperlink as below.

Definition 3.4: For a hyperlink I,.,where L . s H , and
relationships as the initial hyperlink, (I,

L, participates in M structure

Lj^)e SR , for m-\,2,---M, the preference of

the hyperlink i,.is defined as:

(3.8)
m=l

where coeff =
0 otherwise

Example 3.5: Given a hyperlink poolH = {^,L2,L^,L^,L^,^,Lj}, structure relationships
SR, the minimum threshold for access relationship - 0.002, and access relationships AR,
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SR."

^-^4)-^2

-^5

^-^3)-^7

^-^55^3

^-^4)-^3

^-^6''^4

^-^55-^5

^-^6'

^-^4}

= { ({Z,,^2},0.022),({I,,13},0.018),({Z,,14},0.01),({I,,15},0.002),({Z|,IJ,0.014),

({L,,17},0.014),({Z2,l5}>0.007),({L2,i^6}A006),({l2,i7}A008),({13,4},0.008),

({Z3,Z7},0.012),({I„Z5},0.01),({l5,IJ,0.03),({4,17},0.005),({Z,,!^,!^},0.003)}

Hyperlink L, participates in three structure relationships as the initial hyperlink.
According to (3.8),

'^2^1+

> *1 +

. ^ 4 }* 1

m=l

= 0.022 + 0.018 + 0.01 = 0.05

Similarly, we get, PREi^^ =:: 0.007,PRE^ =O.OOS,PRE^^ =0.01PRE^^ =0.03,PRE =0.008

and PRErh =0.012.

3.4.5 Calculate Preferences of Hyperlink Pairs

As discussed in Section 3.4.1, with respect to increasing the effectiveness, efficiency and
usage of a portal page, hyperlink pairs with group II relationship are preferred to
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hyperlink pairs without in hyperlink selection. For a hyperlink pair with group II
relationship, the support of the access relationship between its hyperlinks is the
determining factor for its preference over other hyperlink pairs with group II relationship
in hyperlink selection. We set preferences of hyperlink pairs without group II relationship
to be 0 and those of hyperlink pairs with group II relationship to be the supports of the
access relationships between its hyperlinks.

Both hyperlink pairs with group II relationship and their preferences can be extracted
from access relationships AR. For a 2-HS (i.e., a hyperlink set with two hyperlinks as
elements) in AR, if there exists no structure relationship between its elements, then the 2HS is a hyperlink pair with group II relationship and its support a (2-HS) is the

preference of the hyperlink pair. We denote PHP as a set of pairs, in which, each pair
consists of a hyperlink pair with group II relationship and the preference of the hyperlink
pair.

Example 3.6: For a 2-HS -^1,^5} in access relationships AR given in Example 3.5, since
there is no structure relationship between hyperlinks Z, and Z5, -^pZjjand its support
become an element of PHP shown below. Preferences of hyperlink pairs outside PHP are
set to be 0.

({A,i5}A002),({Z,,LJ,0.014),({Z,,17},0.014),({Z2,ZJ,0.006),({l2,Z,},0.008),

({Z„Z7},0.005)}
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LinkSelector considers not only hyperlink sets with 2 elements (i.e., hyperlink pairs) that
have group II relationship but also hyperlink sets with more than 2 elements that have
group II relationship. Discussions on hyperlink pairs with group II relationship can be
extended to include hyperlink sets with more than 2 elements.

Definition 3.5: A hyperlink set k-HS, where k>2, is a hyperlink set with group II
relationship if and only if,

- there exists an access relationship among its hyperlinks, and

- there is no structure relationship between any pair of its hyperlinks.

Similarly, we set preferences of hyperlink sets without group II relationship to be 0. And,
the preference of a hyperlink set with group II relationship is set to be the support of the
access relationship among its hyperlinks. We denote PHS as a set of pairs, in which, each
pair consists of a hyperlink set with group II relationship and the preference of the
hyperlink set.

Example 3J:PHS extracted from access relationships AR in Example 3.5 is,

PHS = {i{L„L,},0.002),im,L,},0.0l4),i{L„L,},0.0MU{L2,h},0.006),({L„Lj},O.OOS),

({!„ I7},0.005), ({!„

, I7},0.003)}
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According to Definition 3.5, hyperlink set

is added to PHS. Preferences of

hyperlink sets outside PHS are set to be 0.

The algorithm to extract PHS from access relationships AR is straightforward and skipped
in this chapter.

3.4.6 Select Hyperlinks

In the preceding sections, we have defined preferences of hyperlinks and preferences of
hyperlink sets, that reflect the contribution of the selected hyperlinks to the three metrics
of a portal page. In this section, we define an approximation of the hyperlink selection
problem using the preferences as the following.

Given: (1) the hyperlink pool // of a website;
(2) the number of hyperlinks to be placed in a portal page of the website - N,
where
< |//|.

Select N hyperlinks from the hyperlink pool H to construct PHL (i.e., the set of
hyperlinks in a portal page)
Objective: maximize the following objective function,
SCORB^PHL):^

(^-9)
LePHL

k-HScPHL
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where {k-HS,(J{k -HS)) 6 PHSand 2<k<\PHL\. SCORE(PHL) which is the score of
PHL, includes two parts: the preferences of hj^erlinks in PHL and the preferences of
hyperlink sets in PHL.

We propose an algorithm, namely the greedy aggregation algorithm, to address the above
problem heuristically. The algorithm is based on an average-score matrix whose indexes
are hyperlink sets and elements are average scores of the merged indexes (i.e., hyperlink
sets), which are defined below.

Definition 3.6: For any two hyperlink sets C, and C^, the average score of C, uC^ (i.e.,
the merge of C, and Cj), AVG(C, uC^) is,

AVG(quC.) =

Le|c,uc,|

^

A--//Sdc,uc,|
c, uc,

(3.10)

where ( / c - HS, (7(/C - HS)) e PHS and 2 < ^ < |Q K J C J \ .

Example 3.8: Given preferences of hyperlinks and hyperlink sets calculated in Example
3.5 and Example 3.7, for two hyperlink sets C, =-^2>^3} ^nd
(3.10),

AVG{C^kjC^)=

3

-^7}, according to
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AVG(C/ uCj)(see (3.10)) is designed based on the following two considerations: (a) its
nominator is used to reflect the objective function (see (3.9)); and (b) its denominator is
introduced to avoid the possibility that the number of hyperlinks in hyperlink sets could
impact the value of AVG(C, uCj). Using the greedy aggregation algorithm, each
hyperlink in H is initially placed in a unique hyperlink set and the initial average-score
matrix is constructed based on (3.10). The algorithm merges the two hyperlink sets
having the highest average score. After merging the two hyperlink sets, the average-score
matrix is updated by re-computing average scores related to the merged set. This process
is repeated until the number of hyperlinks in a hyperlink set is greater than or equal to N'^.
This hyperlink set is output as PHL^. We summarize the greedy aggregation algorithm in
Figure 3.7.

' The proposed greedy algorithm is practical but generates a local optimal solution.
^ If the number of hyperlinks in the result hyperlink set is larger than N, then Af hyperlinks are selected from
it according to their individual preferences, from high to low, to construct PHL .
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Input: H: the hyperlink pool of a website
PRE^: preferences of hyperlinks, where LeH
PHS : hyperlink sets and their preferences

N\ the number of hyperlinks to be placed in a portal page
Output: PHL : the set of hyperlinks in the result portal page
distribute each hyperlink in H into a unique hyperlink set;
max_size = 1; /*max_size: maximum number of hyperlinks in hyperlink sets*/
initialize AVG; /*AVG: the average-score matrix*/
While (max_size < N)
merge hyperlink sets with the highest average score into C; /*C: merged
set*/
If (size(C) > max_size) /*size(C): number of hyperlinks in C*/
max_size = size(C);
End if
update AVG ; /*only need to re-compute average scores related to
the merged set*/
End while
PHL = C;

Figure 3.7: The Greedy Aggregation Algorithm

3.4.7 Time Complexity of LinkSelector

To compute time complexity of LinkSelector, time complexity for each step in the
algorithm is considered first. We denote the number of hyperlinks in the given hyperlink
pool //as

, the number of sessions in a web log as «, the number of elements in

access relationships AR as
as

and the number of elements in structure relationships SR

. Structure relationships are discovered in step 1. In this step, pages pointed to by

all hyperlinks in H are retrieved and parsed to extract structure relationships. If the
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average number of hyperlinks in all retrieved pages is p, time complexity for step 1 is
0{n,xp). Usually, /?is much less than n,. Hence, time complexity for step 1 is 0(/j,).
We employ the Apriori algorithm to discover access relationships AR^ in step 2. Apriori
goes through all sessions in a web log a rounds to discover access relationships AR.
Therefore, time complexity for step 2 is 0(«^ x«). As «is much less than
our experiment discussed in Section 3.5, «equals to 6 while
complexity for step 2 is the order of

(e.g., in

is 262K), time

Preferences of hyperlinks are computed in

step 3. If the average number of structure relationships a hyperlink participates in as the
initial hyperlink is y, time complexity for step 3 is 0{niXy). Usually, 7is much less
than

. Hence, time complexity for step 3 is 0(«,). In step 4, each hyperlink set in

access relationships AR is checked to see whether there is structure relationship between
its elements. Hence, time complexity for step 4

One n, xn, average-score matrix

is created in step 5, which needs 0 { n j ) time. At worst, it also needs 0 ( n j ) time to re
c o m p u t e t h e s i m i l a r i t y m a t r i x . H e n c e , t i m e c o m p l e x i t y f o r s t e p 5 i s t h e o r d e r o f 0 (n f ) .
Combining time complexities of all 5 steps, we get the time complexity of LinkSelector
as0 ( « f +

' We assume that web log is cleaned and sessions are identified before applying LinkSelector.
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3.5 Experiment Results
To evaluate the performance of LinkSelctor, we compare it with other commonly used
hyperlink selection approaches. Section 3.5.1 describes the experimental data while
Section 3.5.2 presents and analyzes the comparison results.

3.5.1 Experimental Data

We performed the experiments on the University of Arizona website because it is large
enough and generates sufficient web logs to permit comparisons of different hyperlink
selection approaches. Three months' web logs - September 2001, February 2002 and July
2002, collected from the university web server were used separately in the experiments.
The three months' web logs can be considered as representative web logs for three major
time periods at the university - Fall semester (Sep. 2001), Spring semester (Feb. 2002)
and Summer break (July 2002) respectively. As visitors to the university website changes
from period to period, visitors' web access patterns could also change. Furthermore, the
university website was re-designed and went live in July, 2002. The three months' web
logs and web structure information thus provide an ideal testbase to test LinkSelector
under different situations.

The raw web log of Sep. 2001 contained 10 million records and the cleaned web log had
4.2 million records, sufficiently rich for extracting web visiting patterns. We used a 30minute timeout to divide the cleaned web log into 344K sessions. 23 days of the cleaned
web log were used as the training data for different hyperlink selection approaches, which
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contained 262K sessions; the last 7 days of the cleaned web log were used as the testing
data, which contained 82K sessions. Table 3.2 summarizes the statistics of the three
months' web logs. By applying the Apriori algorithm to the three months' training data,
we derived 184, 209 and 167 access relationships, respectively, for the training data in
Sep. 2001, Feb. 2002 and July 2002. Access relationships shared by all three training data
totaled 136'^. For example, the access to /visiting/alumni.shtml was much more active in
Feb. 2002, compared with the other two months. Specially, the most active access
relationship

involving

/visiting/alumni.shtml

in

Feb.

2002

was

between

/visiting/alumni.shtml and /spotlight/index.shtml, which points to campus news. A
possible reason could be that several major alumni gatherings were held in Feb. 2002.

Table 3.2: Summary of the Experimental Data
Time
Span

Total Data

Training
Data

Testing Data

Number
of Access
Relations
184

Number of
Structure
Relationships
594

Sep.
2001

344K sessions

82K sessions
(7 days)

Feb.
2002

282K sessions

July
2002

323K sessions

262K
sessions (23
days)
208K
sessions (21
days)
245K
sessions (24
days)

74K sessions
(7 days)

209

594

78K sessions
(7 days)

167

578

Two access relationships are regarded the same if, (1) hyperlinks in the two access relationships are
same; and (2) the deviation between the supports of the two access relationships is no more than 10%.
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The hyperHnk pool used in all three time periods consists of 743 hyperlinks in the index
page of the university website (http://www.arizona. edu/index/webindex.shtml"). Among
these, 110 hj^erlinks pointed to web pages at the university web server and the
remaining 633 hyperlinks pointed to web pages at other web servers. Because the web
log was collected from the university web server, access relationships among the 633
hyperlinks pointing to web pages at other web servers could not be mined from the
collected web log. Therefore, the hyperlink pool used in our experiments consists of the
110 hyperlinks pointing to web pages at the university web server. From these, 594
structure relationships were extracted before the website redesign; 578 structure
relationships were extracted after the website redesign. Between the structure
relationships extracted before and after the website redesign, 533 structure relationships
were the same. Some notable structure relationship changes after the redesign included:
structure relationships between several hyperlinks and hyperlink /shared/aboutua.shtml,
such as structure relationship "/shared/athletics.shtml

/shared/aboutua.shtml",

emerged. After the website redesign, some hyperlinks were renamed (e.g., /shared/sportsentertain,shtml was renamed /home/athletics.shtml). We use old names throughout the
chapter to avoid confiision.

3.5.2 Performance Comparison With Expert Selection And Top-Link Selection

Current practices of hyperlink selection, namely expert selection, rely on domain experts'
(e.g., webmasters) experiences. Hyperlinks contained in the current portal page
(http://www.arizona.edu') of the university web site are hyperlinks selected by domain
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experts. Another simple approach to hyperlink selection, namely top-link selection,
selects hyperlinks with top N access frequencies from the given hyperlink pool, where N
is the number of hyperlinks to be placed in a portal page. Table 3.3 lists 6 hyperlinks
selected by LinkSelector, domain experts" and top-link selection using the Sep. 2001
training data. Figure 3.8 illustrates the performance comparison among the three
approaches using the Sep. 2001 testing data.

Table 3.3. Hyperlinks Selected by LinkSelector, Domain Experts and Top-link
Selection iN=6; Sep. 2001)
No.

LinkSelector

Expert Selection

Top-Link Selection

/index/alldeptsindex.shtml

/student_link

/student link

2

/shared/sportsentertain, shtml

/index/alldeptsindex.shtml

/index/alldeptsindex. shtml

3

/working/teaching, shtml

/newschedule/parseschedule-new.cgi

/newschedule/parseschedule-new.cgi

4

/shared/aboutua.shtml

/phonebook

/phonebook

5

/shared/gettingaround.shtml

/shared/sportsentertain, shtml

/shared/sportsentertain, shtml

6

/spotlight/index.shtml

/shared/libraries.shtml

/shared/athletics.shtml

1

'' In this experiment, k hyperlinks selected by domain experts are k hyperlinks chosen from the portal page
designed by domain experts and these chosen hyperlinks are top-k frequently accessed hyperlinks among
all hyperlinks in the portal page.
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Figure 3.8: (c) Usage Comparison Among LinkSelector, Expert Selection and Toplink Selection (Sep. 2001)

On average, LinkSelector outperformed both expert selection and top-link selection with
a 12.7% increase in the effectiveness. Given the large number of visiting sessions (e.g.,
11.5k sessions per day at the website of the University of Arizona), this was a big
improvement in ease of finding user-sought top level web pages. The improvement
decreased from 22.1% to 8.4% as the selection ratio (i.e., the ratio of the number of the
selected hyperlinks over the total number of hyperlinks in a hyperlink pool) increased
from 1.8% (i.e., 2/110) to 9.1% (i.e., 10/110). However, even at the selection ratio of
9.1%, which is more than double the selection ratio for the portal page of the University
of Arizona website (i.e., 32/743=4.3%)), the improvement in effectiveness (i.e., 8.4%) was
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still apparent. Moreover, at high selection ratio, such as 8.2% (i.e., N = 9), 4238'^ more
user-sought top level web pages could be easily accessed from

the portal page

constructed using LinkSelector than from that constructed utilizing expert selection. As
the testing data covers a 7-day time period, the average saving per day was 605.
Compared with expert selection and top-link selection, LinkSelector improved the
efficiency by 16.9% on average. Similarly, the improvement for the efficiency decreased
from 30.2%) to 9.3% as the selection ratio increased. Compared with expert selection and
top-link selection, LinkSelector also improved the usage by an average of 17.0%. The
improvement decreased from 30.2% to 9.4% as the selection ratio was increased.

The improvements were attributed to the relationships among hyperlinks considered in
LinkSelector but missed in the other two approaches. For example, hyperlinks
/shared/sports-entertain.shtml and /shared/athletics, shtml were on a popular path to web
pages on sports and entertainments. The first hyperlink was the starting point of the path
and the second one was the second link on this path. Therefore, both of them had high
access frequency and were selected by top-link selection. However, top-link selection
failed to consider that there was a structure relationship between these two hyperlinks. In
this structure relationship, hyperlink /shared/sports-entertain, shtml was the initial
hyperlink and hyperlink /shared/athletics.shtml was the terminal hyperlink. It was natural
to navigate from /shared/sports-entertain.shtml to /shared/athletics.shtml and find web
pages on sports. Hence, it was unnecessary to put both of them in a portal page. Applying
5

The number was derived by comparing ^\UHL(S ^) n HL^ between LinkSelector and expert selection.

j=i
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group I relationship, LinkSelector selected only the starting point of the path ~
/shared/sports-entertain.shtml. Both top-link selection and expert selection failed to
consider group II relationships among hyperlinks (i.e., hyperlinks that are structurally
unrelated but access related). For example, hyperlinks /shared/sports-entertain.shtml and
/shared/aboutua.shtml were structurally unrelated hyperlinks. However, a large number of
sessions looking for information regarding sports and entertainment at the university (i.e.,
/shared/sports-entertain.shtml) also tried to leam something about the university (i.e.,
/shared/aboutua.shtml). Placing both hyperlinks in a portal page could save web surfers'
efforts of finding the path from one topic to the other. Applying group II relationship,
LinkSelector selected both hyperlinks.

As described in Section 3.5.1, there are changes regarding web visiting patterns and the
website structure in Feb. and July 2002 compared with Sep. 2001. However, neither
expert selection nor top-link selection were sensitive to these changes. Before and after
the website redesign, the majority of the hyperlinks in the homepage of the university
website were same. Although there were more visits to hyperlink /visiting/alumni.shtml
in Feb. 2002, top-link selection did not select it because it was not one of the top-visited
hyperlinks. LinkSelector, on the other hand, was sensitive to these changes. Table 3.4
lists hyperlinks selected by LinkSelector in the three time periods. As visits to
/visiting/alumni, shtml were much more active in Feb. 2002, especially, there existed an
access relationship between /visiting/alumni.shtml and /spotlight/index.shtml and no
structure relationship between them, LinkSelector picked /visiting/alumni.shtml by
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considering group II relationship. In July 2002, as the structure relationship
"/shared/sports-entertain.shtml ^ /shared/aboutua.shtml" emerged because of the website
redesign, group II relationship between the two hyperlinks disappeared. Hence,
LinkSelector did not pick /shared/aboutua.shtml using the July 2002 data.

Table 3.4: Hyperlinks Selected by LinkSelector (N=6)
No.

Sep.2001

Feb.2002

July 2002

1

/index/alldeptsindex.shtml

/index/alldeptsindex.shtml

/index/alldeptsindex. shtml

2

/shared/sportsentertain.shtml

/shared/sportsentertain.shtml

/shared/sportsentertain.shtml

3

/working/teaching.sht
ml

/working/teaching,shtml

/working/teaching,shtml

4

/shared/aboutua.shtml

/shared/aboutua.shtml

/student_link

5

/shared/gettingaround.shtml

/spotlight/index, shtml

/spotlight/index,shtml

6

/spotlight/index, shtml

/visiting/alumni, shtml

/newschedule/parseschedule-new.cgi

Figure 3.9 and 3.10 depict the performance comparison among the three approaches
using the Feb. 2002 testing data and the July 2002 testing data respectively.
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Using the Feb. 2002 data, compared with the other two approaches, LinkSelector
improved effectiveness by an average of 16.2%, efficiency by an average of 20.1% and
usage by an average of 21.3%. Using the July 2002 data, LinkSelector improved
effectiveness by an average of 5.9%, efficiency by an average of 7.2% and usage by an
average of 5.1%. In all the time periods, LinkSelector outperformed the other two
approaches. The performance of expert selection and top-link selection was improved
after the website redesign. The performance improvement was because some previously
mentioned problems, such as the failure to consider group II relationship between
/shared/sports-entertain.shtml and /shared/aboutua.shtml, were fixed after the website
redesign (e.g., group II relationship between the above mentioned hyperlinks disappeared
as the structure relationship between the hyperlinks emerged after the redesign). On the
other hand, if LinkSelector had been adopted, these problems could have been fixed
before the website redesign. Hence, the performance improvement also suggests that
LinkSelector could be a good supporting tool in designing better portal pages. Even after
the website redesign, the performance improvement of LinkSelector was still notable. On
average 3068 more user-sought top level web pages could be easily accessed from the
portal page constructed using LinkSelector than from those constructed utilizing the other
two approaches. As the testing data covers a 7-day time period, average saving per day
was 438. From the three experiments, we conclude that: (1) LinkSelector outperforms
expert selection and top-link selection because of Group I and II relationships considered
in LinkSelector but missed in the other two approaches; (2) the more Group I and II
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relationships considered in LinkSelector but missed in the other two approaches the
higher the performance improvement of LinkSelector.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have formally defined the hyperlink selection problem and proposed a
heuristic solution method named LinkSelector. The proposed method is based on
relationships among hyperlinks - structure relationships extracted from an existing
website and access relationships discovered from a web log. Preferences of hyperlinks
and hyperlink sets are calculated from these relationships and a greedy algorithm is
developed to extract hyperlinks from

a given hyperlink pool using the preferences

calculated. We also compare LinkSelector with the current practice of hyperlink selection
and top-link selection, using data obtained from the University of Arizona website.
Results show that LinkSelector, which integrates structure and access information of a
website, outperforms the other hyperlink selection approaches.

A critical problem associated with LinkSelector is to make it adaptive to changes both in
the structure of a website and in users' web visiting patterns. The former leads to changes
in structure relationships and the latter causes changes in access relationships. As a result,
hyperlinks selected by LinkSelector based on old structure relationships and access
relationships could be out-of-date. To keep the selected hyperlinks up-to-date, an obvious
solution is to re-run LinkSelector every time a change occurs. Apparently, for websites
with frequent updates, the cost of frequent re-run is unbearable. The problem can be
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categorized as a knowledge refreshing problem. We will address this problem in Chapter
5 based on the analytical model and its optimal solutions developed in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 4: A DATA MINING BASED PREFETCHING
APPROACH TO CACHING FOR NETWORK STORAGE SYSTEMS
In this chapter, we introduce another real world KDD application - a data mining based
storage caching approach. Besides contributions to the area of intelligent caching, the
apphcation described in this chapter also provides a real world environment to study the
knowledge refreshing problem. The majority of the chapter describes the data mining
based caching approach. We briefly summarize knowledge refreshing requirements for
the caching approach at the end of the chapter. Detailed knowledge refreshing
requirements for the caching approach are illustrated and addressed in Chapter 5, based
on the analytical model and its optimal solutions developed in Chapter 2.

4.1 Introduction

The need for network storage has been increasing at an exponential rate owing to the
widespread use of the Internet in organizations and the shortage of local storage space
due to the increasing size of applications and databases (Gibson and Meter 2000).
Proliferation of network storage systems entails a significant increase in the amount of
storage objects (e.g., files) stored, the number of concurrent clients, and the size and
number of storage objects transferred between the systems and their clients. Performance
(e.g., client perceived latency) of these systems becomes a major concern.
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Previous research (Lee and Thekkath 1996, Thekkath et al. 1997) has explored
techniques for scaling-up of the number of storage servers involved to enhance the
performance of network storage systems. These techniques worked well for LAN-based
network storage systems as increasing storage servers decreased the load for each server.
However, adding servers to improve system performance is an expensive solution.
Moreover, for a WAN-based network storage system, the bottleneck for its performance
improvement typically is not caused by the load of storage servers but by the network
traffic between clients and storage servers. A cost-effective way to improve its
performance is to distribute storage servers and cache copies of storage objects at storage
servers near the clients who request them (i.e., migrate copies of storage objects from
storage servers that store them to storage servers near the clients who request them)
(Gwertzman and Seltzer 1995, Barish and Obraczka 2000). This chapter introduces an
Internet-based network storage system named NetShark and proposes a caching-based
performance enhancement solution for such a system. The rest of the chapter is organized
as follows. Features, implementation, architecture and performance measurements of
NetShark are briefly described in Section 4.2. We review related research in Section 4.3
and propose a data-mining-based prefetching approach in Section 4.4. Section 4.5
presents the simulator used to evaluate the performance of the proposed caching
approach. We summarize and discuss the simulation results in Section 4.6 and conclude
the chapter in Section 4.7.

Ill

4.2 Overview of NetShark

In this section, we briefly introduce features, implementation, architecture and
performance measurements of NetShark. Shark is a second generation IBM Enterprise
Storage Server'^ with a maximum storage capacity of 11TB. NetShark is an Internetbased network storage system built on Sharks and provides storage services to users at
both IBM and the University of Arizona. By providing university users with extra storage
space through Internet, NetShark strengthens the shared IBM and university goals of
providing

better

supports

for

online

learning

communities.

Besides

routine

functionalities, such as file transfer, file management and user management, NetShark
also provides file compression fianctionality, which allows users to compress files before
transferring them, and file encryption fiinctionality, which enables users to encrypt
critical files. Figure 4.1 shows a screen shot of NetShark installed at the IBM Almaden
Research Center.

" IBM Enterprise Storage Server is a copyrighted IBM product.
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Figure 4.1: A Screen Shot of NetShark

As shown in Figure 4.2, the implementation of NetShark consists of three layers;
presentation layer, application layer, and storage layer. NetShark was designed to be
accessed easily anywhere in the world. Therefore, we chose web browsers (e.g.,
Netscape) as its presentation tool. Apache web server was selected as the web server of
NetShark for handling HTTP requests from clients and delivering HTTP responses to
clients. The apphcation layer consists of Java servlets managed by WebSphere'"* and a
database maintained by DB2'^, namely Log-DB. The application layer is responsible for
user authentication, transaction processing and session management. In addition to web
logs collected by the Apache web server, all transactions between clients and NetShark
are recorded in Log-DB. Some critical information missing in web logs (Colley et al.
1999), such as session identification, are stored in Log-DB. Log-DB provides an ideal
2,3

WebSphere and DB2 are copyrighted IBM products.
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source for the data-mining-based prefetching approach to be described in Section 4.4.
The storage layer is located in Sharks and communicates with the application layer
through SCSI protocol.

Web
Browser

HTTP
Request
• Apache
I
Web
HTTP
Server
Response

'S^let
Request
^ Storage
Server
WebSphere •4
Storage (Shark)
Sdrvlet
Object
Response
Response
Log-DB

Presentation Layer

Application Layer

Storage Layer

Figure 4.2: The Three-Layer Implementation Structure of NetShark

NetShark employs a geographically distributed network storage architecture in which
Sharks are distributed in several geographically separated regions where their clients
reside. We name a Shark placed in a client's region the Home Shark of the client. To
reduce client perceived latency and to balance workloads among Sharks, clients' requests
are always routed to and responded from their Home Sharks. If a storage object requested
is not stored in a client's Home Shark, a copy of the object will be cached to the Home
Shark from the Shark that contains the object (hereafter called the Storage Shark).
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Figure 4.3 offers an example of the NetShark architecture. In this example, NetShark
hosts a Knowledge Management System (KMS) which consists of modular knowledge
objects in various file and storage formats. Clients of the KMS are distributed in three
geographically separated regions, New York, San Jose and Tucson. Sharks distributed in
New York, San Jose and Tucson are denoted as Shark NYC, Shark SJC and Shark TUS
respectively. A logical scenario of storage distribution could allocate the operating
system knowledge objects to Shark NYC, the database knowledge objects to Shark SJC
and the storage server knowledge objects to Shark TUS. In addition to serving as the
Storage Sharks of the KMS, these three Sharks are also the designated Home Sharks for
the clients in their located regions. When clients in Tucson request remote objects stored
at Shark SJC, the requested objects will be cached from Shark SJC to the clients' Home
Shark, Shark TUS, and remain in Shark TUS until other cached objects replace them. In
this example, clients connect to their Home Sharks through Intranet/Internet and Sharks
are connected using Public Switched Data Network (PSDN), a popular and highperformance way to connect servers in different regions.
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Figure 4.3: The Geographically Distributed Network Storage Architecture of
NetShark

To compare different caching approaches for NetShark, we introduced three performance
measurements for NetShark: client perceived latency, hit rate and Shark-Shark response
time. Ghent perceived latency and hit rate are popular performance measurements for
web caching.
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Measurement 1: Client perceived latency'® refers to the delay between the time when a
client submits a storage object request and the time when the storage object is received by
the client.

Retrieving storage objects directly from

clients' Home Sharks saves the time of

transferring these storage objects from their Storage Sharks to clients' Home Sharks.
Therefore, increasing the number of storage object requests that can be directly ftilfilled
from Home Sharks reduces client perceived latency.

Measurement 2: Hit rate, hr =

"...

, is used to measure the capability that Home

Sharks can directly respond to storage object requests. Here

is the number of storage

object requests that can be directly fulfilled from Home Sharks and

is the total

number of storage object requests.

Measurement 3: To measure the impact of network traffic between Sharks, Shark-Shark
response time is the length of the interval between the time when a Shark submits a
storage object request to a remote Shark and the time when the storage object is received
by the requesting Shark.

Client perceived latency is equivalent to response time in the distributed computing literatures.
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4.3 Related Work

In this section, we review research on web caching'^ on which our caching solution is
based. Web caching is the temporary storage of web objects for later retrieval (Barish and
Obraczka 2000). Major issues in web caching include what web objects need to be
cached, how to replace old web objects when there is not enough space for newly cached
web objects and how to keep consistency among copies of web objects. According to the
aforementioned issues, web caching research can be divided into three parts: caching,
replacement and consistency.

4.3.1 Caching

A simple caching approach, namely caching on demand, only caches currently requested
web objects. More efficient caching approaches, prefetching approaches, cache both
currently requested web objects and web objects predicted to be requested in the near
future (Kroeger et al. 1997). Popularity-based prefetching approaches (Dias et al. 1996,
Markatos and Chronaki 1998, Kim et al. 2000) predicted and prefetched future requested
web objects based on their past request frequencies.

Another type of prefetching

approaches discovered and utilized access relationships between web objects in making
prefetching decisions (Padmanabhan and Mogul 1996, Homg et al. 1998, Fan et al. 1999,
Lou and Lu 2002). For example, Padmanabhan and Mogul (1996) modeled access

There have been research on file migration for hierarchical storage management and distributed systems
since 1970s (e.g., Liu Sheng 1992). Lots of past research results have been incorporated into web caching.
Here, we present a review on web caching research related to this chapter.
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relationships between web objects using a dependency graph. In the dependency graph,
nodes represented web objects and arcs between nodes represented access relationships
between web objects (i.e., how likely one web object will be requested after another web
object). Lou and Lu (2002) extended the work in (Padmanabhan and Mogul 1996) and
considered not only access relationships between web objects but also access
relationships between web sites when making prefetching decisions. Chinen and
Yamaguchi (1997) proposed a different approach to predicting and prefeching fiiture
requested web objects based on structural relationships between web objects. The
proposed approach parsed HTML files and prefetched embedded images and web objects
pointed to by embedded links. However, the approach greatly increased network traffic
between servers and proxies and it is not practical to prefetch web objects solely using
the approach. The prefetching approach proposed in (Davison 2002) predicted next
requested web page by analyzing the content of the web pages requested recently. It had
been shown in (Padmanabhan and Mogul 1996, Crovella and Barford 1998) that
prefetching approaches increased network traffic between servers and proxies, which
could impact client perceived latency negatively. However, none of the past prefetching
approaches has addressed the network traffic increase problem. In (Padmanabhan and
Mogul 1996, Homg et al. 1998, Fan et al. 1999), access relationships between web
objects were extracted based on an arbitrarily chosen look-ahead window and these
approaches neglected session - a natural unit to extract access relationships between web
objects. Aware of the limitations of the
prefetching approach will:

past prefetching approaches, the proposed
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- predict and prefetch future requested objects based on sequential object request
patterns within sessions and between sessions;

- divide future requested objects into two categories, urgent and wait, and cache
objects in the urgent category immediately while cache objects in the wait
category when the network traffic is below a user-defined threshold.

4.3.2 Replacement

Least-Recently-Used (LRU) and Least-Frequently-Used (LFU) are two widely used
cache replacement approaches. LRU is concerned with recency of object requests, while
LFU is concerned with frequency of object requests. LRU, which was previously used for
page replacement in memory management (Tanenbaum and Woodhull 1997), is based on
the observation that web objects that have been heavily requested recently will probably
be heavily requested in the near future. Conversely, web objects that have not been used
for ages will probably remain unused for a long time. Hence, the web object that have not
been used for the longest time is replaced by LRU. LFU replaces the web object with the
least request frequency. Cache replacement approaches proposed in (Cao and Irani 1997,
Jin and Bestavros 2000) considered the cost of transferring a copy of web object from a
server to a proxy, namely cache cost. Obviously, it is desirable to replace the web object
with the lowest cache cost, if everything else is equal. In (Chang and Chen 2002), the
replacement decision is based on a profit ftinction of objects and the profit frinction is
defined based on expected request frequencies of objects and sizes of objects etc. We
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adopt LRU, a widely used replacement approach, in NetShark. Description of LRU can
be found in lots of literatures, such as (Tanenbaum and Woodhull 1997), and is not
included.

4.3.3 Consistency

There are two types of cache consistency approaches: weak cache consistency and strong
cache consistency (Cao and Liu 1998). Weak cache consistency approaches might return
stale web objects to users while strong cache consistency approaches guarantee to return
up-to-date web objects to users. Client polling and TTL (i.e., time to live) are weak cache
consistency approaches (Barish and Obraczka 2000). With client polling, cached objects
are periodically compared with their original copies. Out-of-date cached objects are
dumped and their newest versions are fetched. In TTL, each cached object has a time to
live (TTL). When expired, these objects are discarded and their newest versions are
fetched. Invalidation callback

is a strong cache consistency approach (Barish and

Obraczka 2000). It requires a server to keep track of all the cached objects. The server
will notify all the proxies to invalidate their copies if the original object has been
modified in the server. It has been shown in (Cao and Liu 1998) that strong cache
consistency approaches can be realized with no or little extra cost than weak cache
consistency approaches. In addition, in a recent study by Yin et al. (2002), strong cache
consistency approaches increase hit rate by a factor of 1.5-3 for large-scale dynamic web
sites, compared with weak cache consistency approaches. We adopt a strong cache
consistency approach, the invalidation callback approach, to maintain consistency among
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storage objects in NetShark. Description of the approach can be found in (Barish and
Obraczka 2000) and is not included.

4.4 A Data-Mining-Based Prefetching Approach

Similar to web caching, major issues in network storage caching include what storage
objects need to be cached (i.e., caching), how to replace old storage objects when there is
not enough space for newly cached storage objects (i.e., replacement) and how to keep
consistency among copies of storage objects (i.e., consistency). For NetShark. we
propose a data-mining-based prefetching approach as the caching approach and we adopt
LRU and invalidation callback as replacement and consistency approaches respectively.

The proposed prefetching approach consists of two algorithms: offline learning and
online caching. Client request patterns are extracted from Log-DB periodically, using the
offline learning algorithm. Based on the patterns extracted, the online caching algorithm
caches storage objects. Table 4.1 summarizes the important notations to be referenced in
Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

Table 4.1: Notation Summary
Notation
Pintra '

Pintra

Description
an intra-session pattern

Pintra

a set of intra-session patterns, where

SiPintJ

the set of all storage objects in

Pinter ' Pialer

an inter-session pattern

e
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p
S

a set of inter-session patterns, where

inter
(Pi,ter)

SO,

so.

e

the set of all storage object sets in
a set of storage objects

so,

the storage object on demand

so^

a related storage object of so^, predicted from intra/inter-session
patterns
the set of storage objects requested so far in a session , where
so, e SO,

SO,
pattern{SOg)

an intra/inter-session pattern that contains SO,

Pattern{SO,)

the set of all intra/inter-session patterns that contain SO,

ti{so^)

the predicted time interval between so^ and so^

sup(5oJ

the support of so^,
requested after so.

nw(so)
transfer{so, nwi^so))

the network over which a storage object, so, is transferred
the time to transfer a storage object, so, over network nw{so),
which can be calculated using (1)
the average hop delay of network nw{so)
the number of hops on network nw{so)
the distance of network nw{so)

HD(nw(so))
HN{nw{so))
D{nw{so))
v{nw{so))
B{nw{so))
size{so)
slack{so^)
^NS
SO,s

fre{so.)

which measures how likely ra^will

be

the signal velocity of network nw{so)
the bandwidth of network nw{so)
the size of a storage object, so
the slack value of so^, which can be calculated using (2)
the total number of storage objects in NetShark
the set of all storage objects in NetShark
the request frequency

rate of

so., where

so^ 6 SO^,

/ — 1,2, • • •
fanout(so.)

the fan-out number of so., where so^ e SOf^, for i =

random{sOi)

the random factor of so., where so. e SO^^, for i = l,2,---,«^^

for
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4.4.1 The Offline Learning Algorithm

We briefly illustrate the structure of Log-DB before introducing the offline learning
algorithm. A record in Log-DB has the following fields: ClientID, ClientIP, SessionID,
FileName, FileType, FileSize and RequestTime. As shown in Table 4.2, critical fields for
offline learning include ClientID, SessionID, FileName, and RequestTime, which
respectively specify who requested which storage object (e.g., file) at what time and in
which session. Here, a session is a sequence of storage object requests between a client's
log-in and log-out of NetShark. It can be easily seen irom Table 4.2 that a client (e.g.,
CTl) may have several sessions (e.g., SNl and SN2) and a session (e.g., SNl) may

include several storage object requests (e.g.. A, B and Q.

Table 4.2: Critical Fields in Log-DB
ClientID

SessionID

FileName

RequestTime

CTl
CTl
CTl
CTl
CTl
CT2
CTl
CT3
CT3
CT3
CT3
CT3

SNl
SNl
SNl
SNl
SNl
SN3
SN3
SN4
SN4
SN4
SN5
SN5

A
B
C
F
E
F
D
A
B
C
D
E

09:19:34
09:10:34
09:14:34
10:57:34
11:01:34
09:57:34
10:00:34
09:19:34
09:30:34
09:32:34
11:07:34
11:09:34

07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/25/2001
07/25/2001
07/25/2001
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Instead of an arbitrarily chosen lookahead window used in (Padmanabhan and Mogul
1996), the offline learning algorithm uses session as the basic processing unit to discover
client request patterns. Two types of the patterns can be extracted from Log-DB; intrasession patterns

and inter-session patterns

.

Definition 4.1: An intra-session pattern,, where

e

behavior

has

the

Here

so,,so^,--,so„axe

within
>so^

a

session.

so„_,

It

)5o„ support).

reflects a request
format:

storage objects requested within the same session. The time interval between two storage
objects is the average time interval between the requests of the two storage objects in
sessions where the pattern can be found. The support of an intra-session pattern is the
fraction of sessions in which the pattern can be found.

For
H

an

intra-session

winterval ^^^2

pattern,
,„ein.erval >

of all storage objects in it, i.e.,

Example 4.1: An intra-session pattern,

,

with

SUppOrt) , WC dcnOtC

the

format
aS the SCt

= {.so,.} fori = l,2,---,«.

=[A

>C 0.4 ), can be

discovered from the Log-DB example in Table 4.2. According to this pattern, storage
objects A , B and C are sequentially requested within a session; such a pattern can be
found in 40% (i.e., SNl and SN4) of the total sessions; and the average time intervals
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between the requests of A and B and between the requests of B and C are 1 minute and 3
minutes respectively. In this example,

= {A,B,C} .

Definition 4.2: An inter-session pattern,

where punter ^ P\nter ^ reveals a request

behavior

It

between

(\ S O 1, — timeinterval
^^
J—> SOO2

sessions.

has

the

format:

S 0 „n-l, — time
P—
- — S O „« support).
interval
t'tr f Here S O . , S O ^1 • • •^, S On are

storage object sets requested in different sessions by the same client. The time interval
between two storage object sets is the average time interval between the requests of the
two storage object sets among clients demonstrating such a pattern. The support of an
inter-session pattern is the fraction of clients demonstrating such a pattern.

For
(•^<^1

an

inter-session

timeinterval > >^^2

pattern,

Pinter'

with

the

format

^ SO„ SUppOrt) , WC dcnOte S{P,^,J aS thC

set of all storage object sets in it, i.e., S{P.^^^^) = {SO.} for/ = l,2,---,n.

Example 4.2: An inter-session pattern, Pi„,,,= {{A,B}—,00 minutes >{E}0.66), can be
learned from the Log-DB example in Table 4.2. According to this pattern, storage object
sets {A,B} and {E] are sequentially requested in different sessions by the same client;
66% (i.e., CTl and CT3) of total clients demonstrate such a pattern; and the average time
interval between the request of {A,B} and the request of {E} is 100 minutes (i.e., the
average time interval between the request of 5, the last requested storage object in {A,B},
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and the request of E, the first requested storage object in {£"}). In this example,

Both intra-session patterns and inter-session patterns can be extracted from Log-DB
using sequential pattern mining. Agrawal and Srikant (1995) used a database of customer
transactions to define sequential pattern mining. In this database, a customer had k
transactions, where k>\, and a transaction included the purchases of m items, where
ni>\. As shown in the example in Table 4.3, each record in the database consists of
customer-id, transaction-id, item-id and transaction-time. The database is sorted by
increasing customer-id and then by increasing transaction-time.

Table 4.3: Customer Transactions For Sequential Pattern Mining
customer-id

transaction-id

item-id

transaction-time

CUSTl
CUSTl
CUSTl
CUSTl
CUSTl
CUST2
CUST2
CUST2
CUST2
CUST3
CUST3

T1
T1
T1
T2
T2
T3
T3
T4
T4
T5
T5

1
2
4
5
3
1
2
6
3
8
3

09:19:34
09:19:34
09:19:34
11:21:34
11:21:34
09:29:34
09:29:34
10:21:34
10:21:34
13:21:34
13:21:34

07/25/2001
07/25/2001
07/25/2001
07/26/2001
07/26/2001
07/25/2001
07/25/2001
07/28/2001
07/28/2001
07/30/2001
07/30/2001

In sequential pattern mining, an itemset is a non-empty set of items. A sequence is an
ordered list of itemsets and it reveals an inter-transaction purchasing behavior among
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customers. For example, -^,2} is an itemset and (-^,2}-^^ is a sequence with the meaning
that item 3 was purchased in a transaction after a transaction that had purchased items 1
and 2. A customer supports a sequence if and only if the sequence can be found in the
transactions of the customer. The support of a sequence is defined as the fraction of total
customers who support the sequence. For example, sequence

is supported by

customers CUSTl and CUST2 in the example given in Table 4.3 and its support is 66%.
Sequential pattern mining is conducted to discover all large sequences,

which are

sequences with support larger than a user-defined threshold.

Before extracting intra/inter-session patterns from Log-DB, the database is sorted first by
increasing ClientID and then by increasing RequestTime. Table 4.2 gives an example of a
sorted Log-DB. To extract inter-session patterns from Log-DB, large sequences are
discovered using sequential pattern mining. In this case, ClientID, SessionID and
FileName in Log-DB (see Table 4.2) correspond to customer-id, transaction-id and itemid (see Table 4.3) respectively. Every large sequence discovered from Log-DB is an
ordered list of storage object sets and it reveals an inter-session request behavior among
clients. During the process of discovering large sequences, time intervals between storage
object sets in sequences are calculated and incorporated into these sequences. The
discovered large sequences with calculated time intervals are inter-session patterns.

To discover intra-session patterns, we create pseudo-transactions by assigning a PseudoTransactionlD for each storage object request (i.e., each record) in Log-DB, as shown in
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Table 4.4. Similarly, large sequences are discovered using sequential pattern mining. In
this case, SessionID, Pseudo-TransactionID and FileName in Log-DB (see Table 4.4)
correspond to customer-id, transaction-id and item (see Table 4.3) respectively. Every
large sequence discovered is an ordered list of storage object sets with only one element
because each pseudo-transaction has only one storage object request. Large sequences
discovered reveal inter-pseudo-transaction request behaviors among sessions (i.e., intrasession request behaviors). Similarly, time intervals between storage objects in sequences
are calculated and incorporated into these sequences. The discovered sequences with
calculated time intervals are intra-session patterns.

Table 4.4: Add the Pseudo-TransactionID Field Into Log-DB
ClientID

SessionID

CTl
CTl
CTl
CTl
CTl
CTl
CTl
CT3
CT3
CT3
CT3
CT3

SNl
SNl
SNl
SNl
SNl
SN3
SN3
SN4
SN4
SN4
SN5
SN5

PseudoFileName
TransactionID
1
~A
1
B
3
C
4
F
5
E
6
F
7
D
8
A
9
B
10
C
D
11
11
E

RequestTime
09:19:34
09:10:34
09:14:34
10:57:34
11:01:34
09:57:34
10:00:34
09:19:34
09:30:34
09:31:34
11:07:34
11:09:34

07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/1001
07/15/2001
07/15/1001

We summarize the offline learning algorithm in Figure 4. We denote the number of
records in Log-DB as

. The offline learning algorithm includes four parts: sorting

Log-DB, assigning Pseudo-TransactionID, discovering

and discovering

.
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Sorting Log-DB needs 0{n^^^\ogn^^^) time. Assigning Pseudo-TransactionID requires
0{n^^^). During the discovery of

sequential pattern mining goes through Log-DB

a rounds, where a is determined by the maximum size of storage object sets and the
maximum size of large sequences (Agrawal and Srikant 1995)
complexity of discovering

is

x a). Usually, a is much less than

the time complexity of discovering
discovering

is

Therefore, the time
. Hence,

Similarly, the time complexity of

Combining the time complexities of all these parts, the time

complexity of the offline learning algorithm is

\o%n^^^). The main I/O cost of the

algorithm is the I/O of Log-DB. Hence, the I/O cost of the algorithm is determined by
such factors as the maximum size of storage object sets and the maximum size of large
sequences.

Input: Log-DB
Output:
: intra-session patterns,
P\nier • inter-session patterns.
sort Log-DB by increasing ClientID and then by increasing RequestTime;
assign a Pseudo-TransactionID for each storage object request (i.e., record) in Log-DB;
apply sequential pattern mining to Log-DB to discover
apply sequential pattern mining to Log-DB to discover

P
P

;
;

Figure 4.4 : The Offline Learning Algorithm

The maximum size of storage object sets and the maximum size of large sequences are determined by the
minimum support threshold picked for sequential pattern mining.
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4.4.2 The Online Caching Algorithm

A storage object on demand, so^, is one that currently has been requested by a client. The
online caching algorithm caches soj as well as its related storage objects, {^o,}
predicted from intra-session patterns (e.g., storage objects predicted to be requested right
after so^ within a session) and inter-session patterns (e.g., storage objects predicted to be
requested in a session after the session requesting so^). Although prefetching algorithms
are more efficient than caching on demand (Kroeger et al. 1997), these algorithms have a
well-known shortcoming of increasing network traffic between servers and proxies (e.g.,
between Sharks in NetShark) compared with caching on demand (Padmanabhan and
Mogul 1996). The online caching algorithm addresses the network traffic increase
problem by dividing related storage objects {.soJ into two categories, urgent and wait,
based on time intervals in intra/inter-session patterns. Related storage objects in the
urgent category, denoted as [so^}, where {50^} c {50^}, are cached immediately, while
related storage objects in the wait category, denoted as {50^ }, where {50^ } c {50^}, are
cached when the network traffic between Home and Storage Sharks is below a userdefined threshold.

As shown in Figure 4.5, the online caching algorithm consists of five parallel procedures:
ProcessRequests,

PredictRelatedObjects,

Process_Wait_Objects and Transfer Objects.

Process_Urgent_Objects,
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The Online Caching Algorithm

storage object on demand, so^
storage
object on
demand, so
Storage objects
requested so far
in a session,
SO,

j

Predict
Related
storage
objccts
requested
so far in a
session, SO^

Urgent Queue
related
stotagc
objects
(urgent)

Urgent_
Obects

Transfer
Objects

relate<^ Wait Queue
storage
objccts
(wait), {so^ }

stotagc
objects
(urgent)

{so.

Otjects

Cache
Space

storage
objects
(wait), {so,.

intra-scssion
patterns
intcr-session
patterns

The Offine Learning Algorithm

Figure 4.5: The Online Caching Algorithm

Procedure Process_Requests is triggered whenever there is a storage object request. It is
responsible for returning the storage object on demand, soj, to the requesting client. It
also caches so^ if it is not in the Home Shark of the requesting client.

Procedure Predict_Related_Objects is also triggered by a storage object request. Input of
the procedure includes the set of storage objects requested so far in a session, SO^,
which contains the storage object on demand, so^, i.e. so^ e SO^, intra-session patterns
Pintra

intcr-session patterns

. The procedure first predicts related storage objects
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of so J by searching for intra-session patterns

and inter-session patterns

that contain SO^.

Definition 4.3: SO^ is contained in an intra-session pattern,

, iff,

- and the request sequence of storage objects in SO^ is the same as their request
sequence inpi„,^„.

Definition 4.4: SO^ is contained in an inter-session pattern,

, iff SO^ G S{p-^^^^).

We denote an intra/inter-session pattern that contains SO^ as pattern{SO^) and the set
of all intra/inter-session patterns that contain SO^ as Pattern{SO^). The storage objects
requested right after 5*0^in Pattem(SO^^.) are related storage objects {i'op} f so^. Two
attributes of a related storage object, so^, ti(so^) and

sup(toJ,

can also be predicted

from Pattem{SOg). ti{so^) is the predicted time interval between sOj and so^, which is
the time interval between so^ and so^ in the
the support of so^, which measures how likely

that includes so^. sup(^oJ is
will be requested after sOj. sup(50^)

is the support of the pattern{SO^)ihat includes so^.
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Example 4.3: Given the following intra/inter-session patterns:

p.",

Jr intra

\

2minutes

>A—5seconds

0.08),
/ '

d', :(A—^.
>B—5seconds
^intra
\
1 mmute

, . ,

1 mmute

)^0.12),
/ '

>5-—-—>F
O.l)/ ,'
rp\
\nt ra •.{A—t-\
1 minute
4 mmutes

Pler-{{^^B}

>{E ,H} 0.12), and

Plur'{{D,F]

){G} O.l),

if SOg = {A,B} S OJ - B and the request sequence of storage objects in SO^ is first A
then5 (i.e., A^ B), then SO^ is contained in

-

50, e S(pi,^), where

by Definition 4.3, as,

)-{A, B,C,K};

- the request sequence of storage objects in SO^, ^ > 5, is the same as their
request sequence in

.

Similarly, 50^ is also contained in p^^^^ by Definition 3. 5(9 ^ is contained in p^^^^ by
Definition

4.4,

Pattern(SOg) =

as

SO^ e

), whereS)= {{A,B},{£,//}}.

Therefore,

P I,^J.The storage objects requested right after ^O^in
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pLra^

pLra ^nd

arc C, F, E and H. Hence, {so^} = {C,F,E,H) • From

Pattern{SO^), we also get,

so^

ti(so^)

sup(^oJ

C
F
E
H

5 seconds
4 minutes
100 minutes
100 minutes

0.12
0.1
0.12
0.12

Related storage objects {so^ e distributed into the urgent queue or the wait queue
based on their slack values slack(so^). We introduce the follows before defining
slack{so^). We denote nw{so) as the network over which a storage object, so, is
transferred. The time to transfer so over network nw{so), tmnsfer{so, nw{so)), can be
calculated using the following formula (Dalley 2001).

transferiso, nw{so)) = HD{nw{so)) x HN{nw{so)) +

v{nw{so))

x8
B{nw{so))

^
'

Here HD{nw{so))i?, the average hop delay of network nw{so),HN{nw{so)) is the
number of hops on network nw{so), D{nw{so)) is the distance of network nw{so),
v{nw{so)) is the signal velocity of network nw{so) (see Table 4.5 for some examples of
v(-)), B { n w { s o ) ) i s t h e b a n d w i d t h o f n e t w o r k n w { s o ) a n d s i z e { s o ) i s t h e s i z e o f s o .
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Table 4.5: Signal Velocity of Different Media (Steinke 2001)

Medium
Phone line
Copper (category 5)
Optical fiber
Air

Signal
velocity
(km/second)
160935
231000
205000
299890

slack(so^) is defined using the following formula.

slack(so^) = ti(so^) - transfer{so^, nw{so^))

mv(w,)is the network over which ^o^is transferred. In (4.2),

(4.2)

nw{so^) refers to the

network between the Storage Shark of so^ and the Home Shark of the client who could
request so^. slack{so^) reflects the degree of urgency to cache a related storage object
so^. Related storage objects with slack values less than or equal to 0 are placed in the
urgent queue and need to be cached immediately; related storage objects with slack
values larger than 0 are placed in the wait queue and cached when the network traffic
between Home and Storage Sharks is below a user-defined threshold. Related storage
objects in both urgent queue and wait queue are sorted by their descending supports (i.e.,
sup(5oJ) then by their ascending slack values (i.e., slack{soJ).

Example 4.4: For related storage objects, C, E, F and H, predicted in Example 4.3,
size(C) = 500k bytes, size{E) = 50k bytes, size(F) = 100k bytes,

size{H) - 100k bytes.

Given the network over which these storage objects transferred, nw{so^), and its
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characteristics: HD{nw{soJ) = 0.015 second,//A/'(«w(50J) = 18, D(«w(50J) = 1000 km,
v(«w(^oJ) = 231000km/second, 5(«w(5'oJ) = 500k bps, slack values of these storage
objects can be calculated as follows:

y
/
\N r>rvir 10
transfer(C,nw(so^) = 0.015 xl8 H

^ 000
500k X 8 o
,
1
= 8.2743 seconds
231000
500k

slack{C) = ti{C) - transfer{C,nw{so^)) = 5 - 8.2743 = -3.2743 seconds

Similarly,

slack(E) = li{E) - transfer{E, nw{so^)) = 5998.926 seconds

slack(F) = ti{F) - transfer{F, nw{so^)) = 238.1257 seconds

slack(H) = ti{H) - transfer{H,nw(soJ) = 5998.126 seconds

According to the slack values calculated, related storage object C is placed in the urgent
queue while related storage objects E, F and H are put in the wait queue.

Procedure Predict_Related_Objects is summarized in Figure 4.6 below. The time
complexity of the procedure is
session patterns and

, where «i„,^„is the number of intra-

is the number of inter-session patterns.
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Event: a storage object request /* event that triggers the procedure*/
Input:
: intra-session patterns,
filter • inter-session patterns,
SO^ : the set of storage objects requested so far in a session,
where so^ G SO^.
For each intra-session pattern

, where

If (SO^ is contained in

e

)

so^ = the storage object in

requested right after SO^ \

If (so^ not in clients' Home Shark)
calculate slack{so^);
If (slack(so^) ^ 0))
urgent.addCi'o^); /* add so^ into the urgent queue */
else
wait.add(^o^); /* add so^ into the wait queue */
End if
End if
End if
End for
For each inter-session pattern

, where

If (SOg is contained in

e

)

{so^} - the storage object set in

requested right after SO^ ;

For each so^, where so^ e {so^}
If (so^ not in clients' Home Shark)
calculate slack{so^);
If {slack{so^) < 0))
urgent.add( so^ );/*add so^ into the urgent queue*/
else
wait.add( so^); /* add so^ into the wait queue */
End if
End if
End for
End if
End for

Figure 4.6 ; Procedure Predict_Related_Objects
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Procedure Process_Urgent_Objects is triggered whenever the urgent queue is not empty.
The procedure caches related storage objects in the urgent queue, {50^}. Procedure
Process_Wait_Objects is triggered if the wait queue is not empty and the network traffic
between Sharks is below a user-defined threshold. The procedure caches related storage
objects in the wait queue,

}. Procedure Transfer Objects transfers a related storage

object in the wait queue, so^ , to the urgent queue whenever its wait expiration time,
wet{so^ ), has passed the current system time. Here, wet{sOi. ) is calculated as;

wet(so^^) = time(50j) + slack{so^ )

(4.3)

where time(5'0j) is the request time for the storage object on demand, sOj.

4.5 The Network Storage Caching (NSC) Simulator

Simulation is a major tool to evaluate different caching approaches (Davison 2001).
Simulations used in previous caching research, such as (ICroeger et al. 1997), and
simulators developed for caching performance evaluation, such as NCS (Davison 2001)
and PROXIM (Feldmann et al. 1999), are trace-driven simulations based on specific trace
logs. Using trace-driven simulations, it is hard to isolate, examine and explain the impacts
of such system characteristics as the size of cache space on the performance of different
caching approaches. Unlike trace-driven simulators, the NSC simulator is based on
general and proven characteristics of trace logs and provides researchers with flexibility
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to manipulate parameters of these characteristics. Implemented using CsimlS'^, the NSC
simulator simulates how NetShark provides storage services for clients distributed in m
geographically separated regions. At the beginning of a simulation run, storage objects
are randomly allocated to m Sharks.

As shown in Figure 4.7, the NSC simulator simulates request generation and three types
of servers: Client-Shark network. Shark and Shark-Shark network. There may be more
than one server in each server type. These servers serve requests and deliveries of storage
objects according to the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) queuing discipline. In Section
4.5.1, we explain the request generation model and Section 4.5.2 describes the server
queuing models.

" CsimlS is a process-oriented, discrete-event simulation tool developed by Mesquite Software, Inc.
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Figure 4.7: The NSC Simulator
4.5.1 The Request Generation Model

A request generation procedure consists of two steps: (1) generating session-begin
messages and session-end messages; (2) generating requests within sessions. To generate
session-begin/end messages, we assume the interarrival times between sessions and the
durations of sessions to be exponentially distributed. Requests generation within a session
begins as soon as the session-begin message has been generated and the requests
generation stops as soon as the session-end message has been generated.
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We call requests within a session as a request stream. We assume that the interarrival
times between requests in a request stream follow a lognormal distribution (Paxson and
Floyd 1995). As shown in Figure 4.8, a request stream is generated based on the request
frequency rates of storage objects and the correlations between storage objects. Hence,
the request frequency rates of storage objects and the correlations between storage objects
need to be generated before a meaningfril request stream can be generated.

request for the
second storage
object

request for the
first storage
object
lognormal
distributed
time
interval

session
begin
the first storage
object is
determined based
on its request
frequency rate

request for the
{n-1)th storage
object

n-1 H

the second
storage object is
determined based
on its correlation
with the first
storage object or
its request
frequency rate

request for the
nth storage object
lognormal
distributed
time
interval

the (n-l)th
storage object is
determined based
on its correlation
witht the (n-2)th
storage object or
its request
frequency rate

session
end

the nth storage
object is
determined based
on its correlation
witht the (n-1)th
storage object or
its request
frequency rate

Time

Figure 4.8: Request Stream Generation

The request frequency rates of storage objects approximately follow the Zipf s law in
which the request frequency rate of the kth most frequently requested storage object is
proportional to — (Breslau et al. 1999). We denote the total number of storage objects in
k
NetShark as

and the set of all storage objects in NetShark as 50^^^, where

} for /• =

. For a storage object in NetShark,

so., where

sOj e SOjys for i = l,2,---,«^^, we denote rank{so.)as the rank of its request frequency
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rate among all storage objects in NetShark. Let rank{so.) = k '\i .so,, is the /:th most
frequently requested storage object in NetShark. According to (Breslau et al. 1999), the
request frequency rate of so., fre{so.), is defined below.

fre{so.) =

rank{so.)

where c

c in (4.4) can be approximated using the following formula.
c~

1

(4.5)

Here, C is the Euler constant and C~ 0.577. Using (4.4) and (4.5), the request
frequency rates of storage objects can be generated by the NSC simulator.

To simulate a situation in which some storage objects are often requested together within
sessions, the NSC simulator generates correlations between storage objects. For a storage
object in NetShark, so., where so. g SOjy^ for i =

, we name a storage object

requested right after so^ within the same session as the next requested storage object of
so.. There are two types of the next requested storage object of so^:

- a correlated storage objects of so^: requested frequently right after soj;

- a randomly requested storage object of so^: requested infrequently right after so..
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For a storage object, so., where so. e

for i = 1 , 2 , - we denote fanout{so.),

namely the fan-out number of so., as the number of the correlated storage objects of

.

Cj{so.) denotes a correlated storage object of so. and {c^.(50;)} denotes the set of all
correlated storage objects of so., where Cj{sOj)e

for j =

,fanout(so.).

P{cj{sOf)\sOf) denotes the correlation between Cj{so^) and so., which is the
conditional probability of requesting Cj{so.) right after requestingwithin the same
session. We denote random{so^), namely the random factor of so., as the conditional
probability of requesting a randomly requested storage object of so^ right after
requesting so., where,

fanout{ s O j )

random{sOi) +

^ P{Cj{so^ )|50,.) = 1
M

(4.6)

Example 4.5: As shown in Figure 4.9, storage object so^ has two correlated storage
objects, sOj and sOg, i.e., fanout{so^) = 2, c^{so^) = soJ and C2(so^) = so^. The
correlation between so^ and so^,P{sOj 1^04), is 0.35 and the correlation between so^
and so^,P{sOg 1^04), is 0.55. The conditional probability of requesting a randomly
requested storage object of so^ right after requesting so^,random{so^), is 0.10.
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so^a correlated storage object 0fi'04 )

>- ^Oci(a correlated storage object of^04 )

a randomly requested storage
objects of >^04

Figure 4.9: Correlations Between Storage Objects

Figure 4.10 gives an algorithm to generate all correlated storage objects of so.,
{cj(soi)},

and

their

correlations

with

Cj(so^)e SOfor j = 1,2,-••,fanout(so.),

given

so.,
the

P{cj{sOi)\sOj),
fan-out

number

where
of

so^,

fanout{so.), and the random factor of so^ ,random{so^). In the algorithm, F(k) is
denoted as the kXh. cumulative request frequency rate, where ^ = 0,1,2, •••,

'^fre(soJ

.

k = l,2,---,n^s' so„gSO^S forw = 1,2,---,«^^

m<k

Fik) = \

(4.7)
0

k=0

In the NSC simulator, fanout{so.) is simulated using a Poisson random variable with
parameter A and random(so.) is simulated using a uniform random variable over the
interval (0, r), where 0 < r < 1. A and r can be manipulated to change correlations
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between storage objects. Running the algorithm for every storage object in NetShark,
correlations between storage objects in NetShark can be generated.
Input: fanout{so^ ) : the fan-out number of so.
random{so. ): the random factor of so.

Output: {Cj(sOi)} : the set of all correlated storage objects of so.,
where Cj(sOj)e SOf^^ for j =

, fanout{so.)

P(Cj (sOj) I sOj) : the correlation between Cj{so^) and so .^,
where Cj(so^ ) e SOf^^ for j -1,2,-fanout(so^)

corr = 1 - random{sOj)', /* probability of requesting correlated storage objects of so. */
{cj{so.)} = (!)•,
y^\u\e {fanout{so•) > 1)
X = rand{Q>,\) ; /* x ~ uniform distribution over (0,1)*/

/*pick a storage object based on its request frequency rate*/
select k , where x G [ F ( k - 1), F ( k ) ) ;

If SO)^ e {Cj(sOi)} /* so has been selected before*/
continue;

End if
{CJ

) } = {CJ ( 5 0 . ) } u {SO^ } ;

(50,.

\f{fanout{sOi) > 1)
P{sOi^ I so.) = rand{Q, corr);
corr — corr - P{so^ \ so.) ;

else
P(sOi^ I so.) = corr ; /*last correlated storage object of so^ */

End if
fanout(so.) —;
End while

Figure 4.10: Generate Correlated Storage Objects of A Storage Object
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Figure 4.11 gives the request stream generation algorithm. In the algorithm, F{t,so.)
denotes the rth cumulative correlation of so-, where ^ = 0,1,2,•••, fanout{so.).

j{sOj) I so^)

t — \,2,- • •, fanout{so.)

jit
(4.8)

Fit, so.)
^= 0

Example 4.6: For correlations given in Example 4.5, we have,
^(1,504) = P(c,(.yo4) I5O4) =

|504)=0.55;

F{2, so^) = P(c, (^04) I ^04) + P{c^ (5O4) I so^) = P{so^ 15O4) + P{so^ | 5O4) =0.9.

The request stream generation algorithm is triggered whenever there is a session-begin
message. The first requested storage object in a request stream is generated based on its
request frequency rate. The rest of the requested storage objects are generated using a
loop that stops when a session-end message has been received. Within the loop,

- if a randomly generated number (i.e., uniformly distributed) is less than one
minus the random factor (i.e., random(-)) of the currently requested storage
object , a storage object is generated based on its correlation with the currently
requested storage object;

- otherwise, a storage object is generated based on its request frequency rate.
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Event: a session-begin message has been generated
Input: fre{so.): request frequency rates of storage objects,
where so. e

for / = 1,2,• • •,

,

P(cj(so.) I sOj) : correlations between storage objects,
where so. e

for f = 1,2, • • •,

and

Cj (50,) e SOj^^ for y = 1,2, • • •, fanout(so,).
Output: a request stream
/* generate the first requested storage object based on its request frequency rate*/
X = rand(0,\) ; /* x ~ uniform distribution over (0,1)*/
select k, where x e [F(A; - 1), F(k));
place the request for
in the request stream;
current = 50^; /* currently requested storage object*/
While (session not end) /* not receiving a session-end message */
X - rand(0,1);
If(x < (1Jom(current)))
/*generate a correlated storage object of the currently requested storage
object*/
select t, where x e [F{t -1, current), F{t, current));
place the request for c, {current) in the request stream;
current = c, {current) ;
else
/* generate a randomly requested storage object based on its requesi
frequency rate*/
X = rand{0,\);
select k, where x e [-F(A: - l),F{k));
place the request for
current =

in the request stream;

;

End if
End while

Figure 4.11: The Request Stream Generation Algorithm
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4.5.2 The Server Queuing Models

To simulate the servers, the sizes of storage objects need to be generated first. According
to (Paxson and Floyd 1995), the sizes of storage objects follow a Pareto distribution,
which is a type of heavy-tailed distribution with the following distribution flinction.
F(x) = l-(-)^

x>«

(4.9)

Here a is the location parameter, which is the minimum size of all storage objects, and
P is the shape parameter with the value ranging from 0.9 to 1.4 (Paxson and Floyd
1995). Using (4.9), the sizes of storage objects can be generated.

4.5.2.1 Client-Shark/Shark-Shark Network Servers

storage
objects (to
clients)

objects (to

requests
(from
ient- clients)

requests
(from
clients)

Shark
Network

storage
objects (to
clients)

requests
(from
Sharks)
storage
objects (to
Sharks)

requests
(from
Sharks)

Shark
Network

Figure 4.12: Client-Shark/Shark-Shark Network Servers

In the NSC simulator, CUent-Shark network servers and Shark-Shark network servers
are simulated using G/G/1 queues. As shown in Figure 4.12, both Client-Shark network
servers

and Shark-Shark network servers transfer requests and storage objects. The
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distribution of the request interarrival times at a Chent-Shark network server is
determined by such factors as the distributions of the session and request interarrival
times at its connected request generation model.

The distributions of the request

interarrival times at a Shark-Shark network server is determined by such factors as the hit
rates of its connected Shark servers. The request service times of Client-Shark and SharkShark network servers can be estimated using (4.1). The distributions of the storage
object interarrival times at Client-Shark and Shark-Shark network servers are determined
by such factors as the waiting times and service times of their connected Shark servers.
The storage object service times of Client-Shark and Shark-Shark network servers can be
estimated using (4.1).

4.5.2.2 Shark Servers

storage
objects
[p Clients)

storage
objects
[to Sharks)

requests
(from
clients) /

requests
(from
Sharks)

storage
objects
(to Sharks)

Shark
requests
(from
Sharks)

Figure 4.13: A Shark Server
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As shown in Figure 4.13, a Shark server receives requests from clients or other Shark
servers and retrieve storage objects to fulfill these requests. Requests that cannot be
fulfilled and requests for prefetched storage objects are sent to other Shark servers. A
Shark server also receives cached and prefetched storage objects from other Shark servers
and store them. In the NSC simulator, a Shark server is simulated using a G/G/1 queue.
The distributions of request and storage object interarrival times at a Shark server are
determined by such factors as the distributions of request and storage object interarrival
times at its connected Client-Shark/Shark-Shark network servers and request and storage
object service times of these network servers. The service time of a Shark server consists
of two parts; the computational time of the online caching algorithm running at the Shark
server, which is considered as a constant in the NSC simulator; and the time to
retrieve/store a storage object, so, from/to a Shark server, IO{so), which is defined
below.

=

Here dio is the disk I/O speed of Sharks.

dio

,4.10)
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4.6 Simulation Results

Using the NSC simulator described in Section 4.5, we compared three caching
approaches: the data-mining-based prefetching approach described in this chapter,
caching on demand and a widely used prefetching approach - the popularity-based
prefetching appraoch (Dias et al. 1996, Markatos and Chronaki 1998).

Before presenting the simulation results, we list values of major simulation parameters in
Table 4.6. In this Table, mean of session interarrival times and mean of request
rnterarrival times are calculated from a FTP log. By running a network routing software
- VisualRoute, we found that the number of hops between clients and servers within the
same region ranged from 3 (e.g., clients and servers are in an organization's Intranet) to 9
and the number of hops between clients and servers in different regions ranged from 14
to 22 or even more (e.g., clients and servers are in different countries). In the architecture
of NetShark, clients and their Home Sharks are in the same region while Sharks are
distributed into different regions. Hence, we set the number of hops between clients and
their Home Sharks at 6 (i.e., average of 3 and 9) and the number of hops between Sharks
at 18 (i.e., average of 14 and 22). In the simulator, we assume that clients and Sharks are
connected using Intranet/Internet and Sharks are connected using ATM PSDN (i.e..
Public Switched Data Network).
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Table 4.6: Values of Major Simulation Parameters
Parameter

Value

The simulation time

12 hours

The number of regions

6

The number of Sharks

6

The number of storage objects

20000

The location parameter of the Pareto distribution for storage
object size( a )

30 Kbytes

The shape parameter of the Pareto distribution for storage 1.06
object size (j8)
Mean of session interarrival times

80.9844 seconds

Mean of request interarrival times

5.9894 seconds

The random factors of storage objects {random{-))

uniform distributed
over (0, 0.3)

Mean of the fan-out numbers of storage objects {fanout(-))

100

The request size

50 bytes
)

500Kbps

The bandwidth of Shark-Shark network (Binw^^))

155Mbps

The bandwidth of Client-Shark network

Average hop delay of Client-Shark/ Shark-Shark network 0.015 second
(/»(•))
The number of hops on Client-Shark network (HN(nw^^))

6

The number of hops on Shark-Shark network(//A'^(«vw^^))

18

The distance of Client-Shark network {D{nw^g))

20 Km

The distance of Shark-Shark network (D{nWgg))

1000 Km

The signal velocity of Client-Shark network (v(nw^g))

231000 Km/second

The signal velocity of Shark-Shark network (v(«W5^))

205000 Km/second

The disk I/O speed of Sharks (dio)

43.IM bytes/second

Maximum cache size

10% of the total
storage object sizes
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To compare the three caching approaches on the same benchmark, we used the same
replacement approach, LRU, when comparing them. Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15
illustrate hit rates (Measurement 2) and client perceived latencies (Measurement 1) of the
three caching approaches as the cache size increased from 22% of the maximum cache
size to 100% of the maximum cache size with an 11% gap. Compared with caching on
demand, the popularity-based prefetching approach increased hit rate by an average of
21.8% and the data-mining-based prefetching approach increased hit rate by an average
of 32.8%. Compared with caching on demand, the popularity-based prefetching approach
reduced client perceived latency by an average of 5.1% and the data-mining-based
prefetching approach reduced client perceived latency by an average of 7.7%.

0.7
0.65

0.6
0.55

Data Mining
Popularity

a 0.45

Caching on
Demand

0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Cache Size

Figure 4.14: Hit Rate Comparison Between The Three Caching Approaches
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1B 3.9
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10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Caching Size

Figure 4.15: Client Perceived Latency Comparison Between The Three Caching
Approaches

It is not surprising that both prefetching approaches outperformed caching on demand, as
shown previously in (Kroeger et al. 1997). Between the two prefetching approaches, the
data-mining-based prefetching approach outperformed the popularity-based prefetching
approach for the following reasons. The popularity-based prefetching approach
prefetches storage objects only based on their popularities (i.e., request frequencies)
while the data-mining-based prefetching approach prefetches storage objects based on
both their popularities (i.e., support of intra/inter-session patterns) and their correlations.
Hence, the latter is more effective in prefetching storage objects that will be requested by
clients. Furthermore, the data-mining-based prefetching approach considers the network
traffic increase problem associated with prefetching approaches and tries to cache storage
objects when the network traffic is not heavy. As shown in Figure 4.16, compared with
caching on demand, the popularity-based prefetching approach increased Shark-Shark
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response time (Measurement 3) by an average of 2.3% while the data-mining-based
prefetching approach increased Shark-Shark response time by an average of 1.13%.
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Figure 4.16: Network Traffic Increase Compared With Caching On Demand

4.6 Conclusion

Network storage is a key technique to solve the local storage shortage problem and to
reahze storage outsourcing over the Internet. This chapter has presented the
implementation of a

caching-based network storage system — NetShark and has

proposed a caching approach - a data-mining-based prefetching approach. A simulator
has been developed to evaluate the proposed caching approach. Simulation results have
shown that the proposed caching approach outperforms other popularly used caching
approaches.
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As NetShark is used continuously, data in Log-DB accumulate continuously. Hence,
intra/inter-session patterns learned from

offline data raining

need to be refreshed

accordingly. This could also be categorized as a knowledge refreshing problem and be
solved based on the model and optimal solutions developed in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OPTIMAL
KNOWLEDGE REFRESHING POLICIES

In Chapter 2, we develop a Markov decision process model of knowledge refreshing and
propose two optimal knowledge refreshing policies. We also study two real world KDD
applications in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 respectively. In this Chapter, we will discuss how
to apply the model and the optimal knowledge refreshing policies developed in Chapter 2
to address knowledge refreshing requirements in the two real world KDD applications.
Specially, the following research problems need to answered:

Problem 1: Summarize real world knowledge refreshing requirements from the
two KDD applications.

Problem 2: Can the analytical model provide structural guidelines to analyze real
world knowledge refreshing requirements? If so, how to implement the optimal
knowledge refreshing policies?

Problem 3: How to develop heuristics to address knowledge refreshing problems
with changing arrival rates of queries and data.

In this chapter, we use Section 5.1 to study Problem 1 and Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 to
address Problem 2. In Section 5.4, we propose heuristics for knowledge refreshing based
on the optimal knowledge refreshing policies derived in Chapter 2.
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5.1 Knowledge Refreshing Requirements for the Two KDD Applications

Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2 gives a general description of the knowledge refreshing problem.
Similar to Figure 2.1, the following figure expresses the knowledge refreshing
requirements for the web mining based web portal design problem, a KDD application
described in Chapter 3.

up-to-date web log

new log

new log

new log

up-to-date web log

up-to-date web log

up-to-date web log

LinkSelector
(cost of running LinkSelector)

-

up-to-date Web
portal

4
I
\l'isit

out-of-date Web
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jcost of njnning LinkSelector)

up-to-date Web
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14

LinkSelector
(cost of running LinkSelector)

up-to-date Web
portal

4

i

i

Visit
Vis
(difficulty of information searching)

Visit

^isit

Figure 5.1: Knowledge Refreshing for Web Mining Based Web Portal Design

As described in Chapter 3, a web mining based web portal is generated when applying
LinkSelector to a web log. In Figure 5.1, a web log evolves over time as new log
continuously populated into it. New web log could bring in new web visiting patterns and
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invalidate some old web visiting patterns discovered in a previous web mining. Changes
in web visiting patterns will lead to changes in access relationships. As a result, a web
portal generated by LinkSelector could be out-of-date. There are visits to the web portal
to search for information. Out-of-date web portal could have a worse performance with
respect to the three metrics of a web portal (see Section 3.3), which in turn increase the
difficulty of information searching for visits to the web portal. To keep the generated web
portal up-to-date with its underlying web log, LinkSelector has to be re-run, which incurs
the cost of running LinkSelector. Hence, the knowledge refreshing problem in this KDD
application is to find rules that can help determining time points over a time horizon to
execute LinkSelector so that the tradeoff between costs of running LinkSelector and
difficulties of information searching over the time horizon is optimized. We will discuss
how to measure the difficulty of information searching and the cost of running
LinkSelector in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Knowledge Refreshing for Data Mining Based Caching

Similarly, Figure 5.2 describes the knowledge refreshing requirements for the data
mining based caching approach, a KDD application described in Chapter 4. In Figure 5.2,
Log-DB evolves over time as new transactions continuously populated into it. As a result,
prefetching patterns (i.e., intra/inter-session patterns introduced in Section 4.4.1)
discovered from Log-DB could also change over time. Out-of-date prefetching patterns
will impact the data mining based caching approach negatively, which in turn impact the
performance of the NetShark system negatively with respect to the three measurements
described in Section 4.2. To keep the prefetching patterns up-to-date with Log-DB, a
KDD run has to be executed, which incurs the cost of running KDD. Therefore, the
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knowledge refreshing problem in this KDD application is to find rules that can help
determine time points over a time horizon to execute KDD so that the tradeoff between
costs of running KDD and the performance of the NetShark system over the time horizon
is optimized.

In summary, knowledge refreshing requirements from both KDD applications can be
described using the general structure of the knowledge refreshing problem introduced in
Section 2.1 (see Figure 2.1). In Section 5.2, we explain how the analytical model
proposed in Section 2.1 can capture real world knowledge refreshing requirements.

5.2 Parameter Estimation

The Markov decision process model proposed in Section 2.1 consists of the following
components: decision point, action space, state space, transition probability, cost structure
and objective fiinction. The decision points for LinkSelector are the moments when a
visit to the web portal arrives. At a decision point, running LinkSelector results in an upto-date web portal while incurs a cost of running LinkSelector. On the other hand, not
running LinkSelector saves a cost of running LinkSelector while makes a visit suffer
from difficulty of information searching because of out-of-date web portal. Hence, the
action space for LinkSelector can be defined as a binary set A = {0,1}, where 0 denotes
not running LinkSelector and 1 denotes running LinkSelector.
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For LinkSelector, the system state at decision point m is represented by a vector
= (v^,o^), where

denotes the type of the visit arrives at decision point m and

denotes the degree of obsoleteness of the web portal at decision point m. The set of all
feasible visits at decision point m is {v,.},for/ =

. Let us consider applying

LinkSelector to design a Business-to-Consumer web portal. There could be several
distinct types of visits to the web portal. For example, a lot of visits to the web portal just
browse the web portal (i.e., visits of window shoppers); some visits could generate
purchase in the near future (i.e., visits of potential buyers) while the rest really purchase
during the visits (i.e., visits of buyers). Depending on real world situations, there are
criteria to differentiate among window shoppers, potential buyers and buyers. For
example, based on past customer web portal visiting data, simple criteria to differentiate
among window shoppers, potential buyers and buyers could be: (1) customers whose
ratio of purchasing visits out of total visits is above a threshold //, are buyers; (2)
customers whose ratio of purchasing visits out of total visits is below a threshold

are

window shoppers; (3) customers whose ratio of purchasing visits out of total visits is
between

and //, are potential buyers. More complicated criteria could be developed

using customer profiling techniques. After differentiating distinct types of visits, we can
estimate their arrival rates,
data.

,for/ = 1,2,•••,«, using past customer web portal visiting
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Pattern deviation at decision point m,

, can be used as an approximate measurement of

the degree of obsoleteness of the web portal at decision point m,

. Here,

difference between patterns discovered from a data source at decision point

is the
, the latest

decision point with action 1 before decision point m , and patterns discovered from a data
source at decision point m. As LinkSelector is based on association rule mining, we
define p^ for association rule mining as below,

In (5.1),

denotes large itemsets discovered at decision point

and

denotes large

itemsets discovered at decision point m. It is clear from the definition of p^ that,

(1)

= 0 if and only if

, which indicates that the web portal generated

at decision point /"^can still capture the up-to-date web visiting patterns at
decision point m. Hence, at decision point m, the web portal generated at decision
point

(2)

is still up-to-date;

= 1 if and only if

is totally different from

web portal generated at decision point

, which indicates that the

can capture no web visiting pattern at

decision point m . Hence, at decision point m, the web portal generated at decision
point

is totally out-of-date;
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(3) 0 <

< 1 indicates that the web portal generated at decision point

can

capture part of the web visiting patterns at decision point m . Hence, at decision
point m, the web portal generated at decision point

From the above discussion, we can conclude that

is partially out-of-date.

indicates the degree of obsoleteness

of the web portal at decision point m. The higher the

, the higher the degree of

obsoleteness of the web portal at decision point m.

For LinkSelector, one step transition probability from state
i'

to

under action

wherea^e A and i = \,2,---,n, because the transition form

to o^_^, is deterministic, given action

. At decision point m, the cost of running

LinkSelector is a constant, denoted as Q, because personnel costs dominate

. Q

equals to the number of person*days involved in running LinkSelector times daily salary.

At decision point m, the cost associated with the difficulty of information searching
because of the obsoleteness of the web portal, c° , is defined as,

(5.2)

In (5.2),

is the cost of v,.,for / = 1,2,---,m . For the Business-to-Consumer web portal

example, cost of purchasing visit can be estimated as the average sales of previous
purchasing visits to the web portal. Similarly, cost of potential purchasing visit can be
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estimated as the average sales of previous potential purchasing visits to the web portal;
while cost of window shopping visit can be estimated as the average sales of previous
window shopping visits to the web portal. The system cost incurred at decision point m ,

(5.3)

n

The expected number of decision points over a relative long time horizon, M, is

,
,/=i

where T is the duration of the time horizon. A policy of running LinkSelector over the
time horizon n can be defined as n rule at decision point m such that

, where ^^is the decision
The total system cost over the time

horizon under policy n, EC^, can be expressed as.

(5.4)

According to the objective of knowledge refreshing for LinkSelector discussed in Section
5.1, the global optimal knowledge refreshing policy, TT* , minimizes total system cost
over the time horizon such that EC . = min£'C , where policy space H is the set of all
feasible policies.
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In this section, we analyze a real world knowledge refreshing problem using the
analytical model proposed in Section 2.1. The fit between the analytical model and the
real world knowledge refreshing problem shows the applicability of the analytical model
to real world knowledge refreshing problems. We also show how to estimate system
parameters in the proposed Markov decision process model using the LinkSelector
example. In the next section, an implementation procedure for knowledge refreshing will
be discussed based on the optimal knowledge refreshing policies developed in Chapter 2.

5.3 Implementation Procedure for the Optimal Knowledge Refreshing
Policies

As discussed in Chapter 2, the fixed optimal knowledge refreshing policy 7u'^ is more
computationally efficient and easier to implement that the global optimal knowledge
refreshing policy

K' . However, the expected total system cost generated by

implementing n* is less than or equivalent to that generated by implementing

. In

Lemma 3, two boundary conditions at which the expected total system cost generated by
implementing 7t is equivalent to that generated by implementing k'^ are derived. Hence,
the criteria to choose which optimal knowledge refreshing policy to implement is:

(1) Choosing

to implement if one of the two boundary conditions in Lemma

3 is satisfied; or the saving of the expected total system cost generated by
implementing n instead of

is with in an acceptable range.
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(2) Otherwise, choosing n to implement.

Figure 5.3 gives a detailed implementation procedure for the optimal knowledge
refreshing policies.

Estimate system parameters of the Markov decision process model;
Compute Tt'j-, EC^. using Lemma 1;
If one of the conditions in Lemma 3 satisfied
Implement n'j- as the knowledge refreshing policy;
Else
Compute k' ,ECusing dynamic programming;
If {EC^. - EC^.) with in an acceptable range
Implement

as the knowledge refreshing policy;

Else
Implement 7C* as the knowledge refreshing policy;
End if
End if

Figure 5.3: Implementation Procedure for the Optimal Knowledge Refreshing
Policies

The implementation of 7t*j- is trivial. It only needs to maintain an in-memory counter to
record the number of queries at current decision point. The KDD is triggered to run if and
only if the number of queries at current decision point divided by Q' is an integer. The
implementation of K

requires to monitor system state over time. Two types of

monitoring algorithms could be applied to monitor system state over time: the
incremental monitoring algorithm (Fang and Liu Sheng 2000) and the data stream
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monitoring algorithm (Zhu and Shasha 2002, Dong et al. 2003). The former returns exact
system state while the latter returns approximate system state. However, only the latter is
suitable for continuously monitoring system state over rapid and continuously populated
data. Given the characteristics of current data intensive applications: continuously
population of data and continuous queries to the knowledge base, the dissertation
suggests using the data stream monitoring algorithm.

5.4 Heuristics for Knowledge Refreshing

As discussed in Section 2.2, Tt* is the global optimal knowledge refreshing policy derived
using the dynamic programming method. The advantage of n' is the global optimality of
the solution. However, the dynamic programming method is of limited utility when
addressing real world problems (Sutton and Barto 1998), because of the following
reasons.

(1) The dynamic programming method assumes a perfect model of the
environment, which cannot hold for real world problems. For example, the
dynamic programming method assumes a exact knowledge of transition
probabilities and requires transition probabilities to be stationary over the
time horizon. However, for the LinkSelector problem, only estimations of the
arrival rates of web portal visits,

, for i =

\ could change over the time horizon.

, can be obtained and
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(2) The dynamic programming method is computational expensive.

Therefore, to solve real world knowledge refreshing problems, heuristics need to be
developed. This section describes a simple adaptive heuristic for knowledge refreshing the limited look-ahead heuristic. In contrast to the dynamic programming method which
generates decision rules for knowledge refreshing for the entire time horizon in advance,
the limited look-ahead heuristic makes decisions only for the current decision point.
Hence, the limited look-ahead heuristic has exact knowledge of the system state at each
decision point. Consequently, the heuristic is adaptive in nature. At each decision point,
the limited look-ahead heuristic makes decisions based on the short-term (i.e., current)
system cost and the long-term system cost, in which the short-term system cost can be
calculated exactly. The evaluation of the long-term system cost takes into account of a
limited number of anticipated friture system states and their corresponding actions. While
using the dynamic programming method, the evaluation of the long-term system cost
considers ftiture system states and their corresponding actions from the current decision
point until the end of the time horizon. As a result of the simplification, the limited lookahead heuristic is much more computational efficient than the dynamic programming
method. The tradeoff is that the limited look-ahead heuristic only generates sub-optimal
knowledge refreshing policies.

We denote the number of look-ahead steps as LA, where LA = 0,1,2,-••. LA = 0 indicates
that the heuristic only considers the short-term cost when making decisions. Let

(m)
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be the minimum total system cost from decision point m to decision point (jn+LA).
{m) can be calculated as,

h (w) = min{c(^„,aj+ ^P/; h
m

By calculating

{m + \)}

(5.5)

a„,eA

{m), we can also get the action to be taken at decision point m under

the limited look-ahead heuristic. In (5.5),

(w + 1) can be calculated backward from

decision point {m+LA) using the following formulas.

(5.6)

^m+LA

h,^{k) = min{c{s^,a^)+

where (m + l)< A: < (w + Z^-l)

(5.7)

^k+\^^k+[

When applying the limited look-ahead heuristic, (5.5) - (5.7) are calculated at each
decision point. Actions that minimize (5.5) are actions suggested by the heuristic.

Both knowledge refreshing policies generated using the limited look-ahead heuristic and
are sub-optimal policies. It is important to know the performance comparison
between the two policies. To examine this, the following experiments were performed
under the simulation environment described in Section 2.3.1. To simulate the nonstationary arrival rates, we add an uniform random variable noise, distributed over
(- adj,adj) , to

and Xj . The actual arrival rate of

over the time horizon is
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(1 + noise). Similarly, the actual arrival rates of
horizon are

+ noise),

(1 + «o«e) and

and new data over the time

Aj(l +noise) respectively. All of the

simulation results are collected from experiments with 500 simulation runs, yielding
small confidence intervals for the simulation results.

Table 5.1 summarizes the results of the comparison between

and the knowledge

refreshing poUcies generated using the 4-step look-ahead heuristic, LA-A, in which the
length of the time horizon T is increased from 400 to 600 with a increment of 50 and the
noise level is 0.4. In the table, performance improvement is the absolute difference
between the total system cost under LA~4 and the total system cost under K'J- divided
by the latter, expressed in percentage.

Table 5.1: Performance Comparison Between KJ- And LA-A With Respect To The
Duration of The Time Horizon {adj = 0.4)

T
400
450
500
550
600

LA-4
1253.83
1411.99
1565.37
1739.10
1862.05

n)
1636.84
1852.05
2066.78
2253.83
2446.21

Performance Improvement
(%)
23.39
23.76
24.26
22.83
23.88

We then set the duration of the time horizon to be 600 and the noise level to be 0.4.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results of the comparison between KJ and the limited look-
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ahead heuristic, in which the number of look-ahead steps is increased from 1 to 16
proportionally.

Table 5.2: Performance Comparison Between TC*^- And The Limited Look-Ahead
Heuristic With Respect To The Number of Look-Ahead Steps {T = 600,adj = 0.4)
Number of lookahead steps
1
2
4
8
16

*

LA
2003.31
1947.62
1862.05
1852.48
1843.52

Performance Improvement

Kf

(%)

2446.21
2446.21
2446.21
2446.21
2446.21

18.10
20.38
23.88
24.27
24.63

We set the duration of the time horizon to be 600 and compare the performance between
and LA-4 with respect to the noise level. Table 5.3 summarizes the results of the
comparison, in which the noise level is increased from 0.1 to 0.6 with a increment of 0.1.

Table 5.3: Performance Comparison Between

And LA-A With Respect To The

Noise Level (T = 600 )
Performance Improvement

adj
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6

LA-A
1706.13
1701.66
1700.15
1862.05
1916.26
1964.66

7Cf

(%)

2181.88
2183.49
2187.51
2446.21
2547.66
2641.78

21.80
22.06
22.27
23.88
24.78
25.63
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All the experiment results have shown that the limited look-ahead heuristic outperforms
TTy, as the limited look-ahead heuristic generates adaptive knowledge refreshing policies
and more suitable for appHcations with evolving system parameters (e.g., non-stationary
arrival rates). Specially, we can explicitly see the suitability of the limited look-ahead
heuristic for applications with evolving system parameters from the experiment results in
Table 5.3. In Table 5.3, the performance improvement of LA-A increases as the noise
level increases.

A critical problem associated with the limited look-ahead heuristic is how to determine
the proper number of look-ahead steps. The following experiments shed some insight into
the solution of the problem. We set the duration of the time horizon to be 600 and the
noise level to be 0.3, 0.8 and 1.2 in three experiments respectively. Figure 5.4 to Figure
5.6 present the results of the experiments, in which the number of look-ahead steps is
increased from 1 to 19 with a increment of 1step.
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Figure 5.4: Total System Cost Vs. Number of Look-Ahead Steps (adj=0.3)
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Figure 5.5: Total System Cost Vs. Number of Look-Ahead Steps (adj=0.8)
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Figure 5.6: Total System Cost Vs. Number of Look-Ahead Steps (adj=1.2)

We summarize the observations from the three experiments as the following.

(1) When the noise level is set to be 0.3, the total system cost decreases as the
number of look-ahead steps is increased from 1 to 8. Then, the total system
cost fluctuates in a small range as the number of look-ahead steps is
increased from 8 to 19.

(2) When the noise level is set to be 0.8, the total system cost decreases as the
number of look-ahead steps is increased from 1 to 6. Then, the total system
cost fluctuates in a middle range as the number of look-ahead steps is
increased from 6 to 19.
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(3) When the noise level is set to be 1.2, the total system cost decreases as the
number of look-ahead steps is increased from 1 to 3. Then, the total system
cost fluctuates in a large range as the number of look-ahead steps is increased
from 3 to 19.

The observations indicate the following insights that can help us decide the number of
look-ahead steps,

(1) There could be an upper bound for the number of look-ahead steps. Within
the upper bound, increasing the number of look-ahead steps will benefit the
total system cost. Beyond the upper bound, the benefit of increasing the
number of look-ahead steps is uncertain;

(2) The upper bound decreases as the noise level increases.

The intuition behind the insights is that the impact of increasing the number of lookahead steps are two-fold. Increasing the number of look-ahead steps could benefit the
total system cost as it enables the decision making to consider ftirther future situations.
On the other hand, increasing the number of look-ahead steps could harm the total system
cost as it brings in more uncertainty.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

6.1 Conclusion and Contributions

The research problems addressed in this dissertation belong to two categories of research
in the KDD area: applied research and fundamental research. For applied research, we
research on how to apply KDD to such application areas as intelligent web portal design
and web content management. For fundamental research, we identify a fundamental
problem in the KDD area - knowledge refreshing, and propose an analytical model,
solutions and heuristics for the problem. Figure 6.1 shows the relationship between the
two categories of research. The fundamental research identifies and solves fundamental
and general problems appearing in all KDD applications; while the applied research
provides a test environment for solutions resulted from the fundamental research.

Fundamental Research
1. Knowledge refreshing

Applied Research
Solving a fundamental
1. Intelligent web portal
problem
design
2. Intelligent web content
management
Providing a test
environment

Figure 6.1: Relationship Between the Research Problems
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In summary, the dissertation has made the following contributions. For the fundamental
research,

(1) we have identified a fundamental problem in the KDD area - knowledge
refi-eshing, and studied the problem from the distinct perspective of when to
refresh knowledge;

(2) we have formally modeled the knowledge refreshing problem and derived
solutions from the model;

(3) we have validated the model using the real world knowledge refreshing
requirements and proposed implementation procedures and heuristics for
knowledge refreshing.

The applied research addressed in this dissertation not only provides a test environment
for the fundamental research problem - knowledge refreshing, but also has contributions
in their respective application areas. For the research on intelligent web portal design,

(4) we have formally defined an important research problem in this area hyperlink selection;

(5) we have proposed and shown that a web mining based hyperlink selection
approach - LinkSelector, outperformed other hyperlink selection approaches.
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For the research on web content management/web caching,

(6) we have proposed and shown that a data-mining-based prefetching approach
outperformed other popularly applied web caching approaches;

(7) we have developed a web caching simulator based on general and proven
characteristics of trace logs (e.g., FTP logs) to test the performance of
different web caching approaches.

6,2 Future Works

Future works need to be done in both the fundamental research area and the applied
research area. For the knowledge refreshing research, the following directions are
suggested for future research.

(1) More analytical properties need to be derived from the Markov decision
process model of knowledge refreshing, (a) In Lemma 3, we present a loose
condition under which EC KF. = EC7T.. A more constrained condition under
which EC^. = EC^. needs to be developed, (b) We have explored the
magnitude of cost saving between EC^. and EC^. using numerical analysis.
It would be highly interesting for decision makers to know (i) the condition
under which the cost saving between EC^. and EC^, is maximized; and (ii)
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analytically, how the cost saving between EC^. and EC^. varies with respect
to the model parameters.

(2) All the proposed knowledge refreshing policies need to be tested and
compared using real world data. Currently, they are tested and compared
using simulation.

For the research on intelligent web portal design, future works include the following.

(3) We plan to conduct an empirical user study to examine the properties of
different hyperlink selection approaches and compare their performances
using the metrics proposed in Section 3.3 and other measurements in the
usability study area.

(4) Current implementation of LinkSelector is based on access relationships
mined from server web logs and structure relationships extracted from static
web pages. Future research includes; how to collect cached web logs and
combine them with server logs to mining access relationships and how to
extract structure relationships from dynamic web pages.

Continued research on web content management/web caching consists of the following.

(5) We plan to incorporate structural relationships between storage objects (e.g.,
storage objects in the same directory) into the proposed caching approach.
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(6) An analytical model based on the queuing theory needs to be developed to
analyze the performance of different caching approaches mathematically.
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